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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND TERMS
ACRONYM/TERM

EXPLANATION

AML

Acute myelogenous leukaemia

BC MEMNG

British Columbia Ministry of Energy, Mines, and Natural Gas

BC MOH

British Columbia Ministry of Health

Case-control

See Table 1

Coalbed methane

Natural gas generated and trapped in coal seams

Cohort

See Table 1

CI

Confidence interval; gives a measure of the precision of study results: wide
confidence intervals indicate less precise estimates of effect and confidence
intervals around a measure of effect that include the number one are not
statistically significant

Confounder

Characteristic that may be distributed differently between the study and control
groups and can affect the outcome being assessed

Cross-sectional

See Table 1

Downstream sector

Refining and marketing sector of the petroleum industry

Ecological

See Table 1

Epidemiologic research

Study of causes, distribution, and effects of health and disease in defined
populations

Fracking

See hydraulic fracturing

Grey literature

Unpublished studies and studies published outside widely available journals

GSTM1

Glutathione S-transferase M1

GSTT1

Glutathione S-transferase T1

H2S

Hydrogen sulphide

Healthy Worker Effect

Since healthy individuals are selected for employment, they commonly have
lower disease incidence than the general population

HHRA

Human Health Risk Assessment

Horizontal drilling

Drilling a well that travels horizontally through a producing layer

Hydraulic fracturing

A production technique which relies on creating fractures from a well drilled into
rock formations in order to release petroleum, natural gas, or other substances
for extraction

Incidence

Rate of new cases of illness in a specified time period in a given population

MIS

Masjid-i-Sulaiman, Iran

NE BC

Northeastern British Columbia
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND TERMS (cont.)

OR

Odds ratio, the odds of the exposed group showing positive (or negative) effects
of an intervention or exposure, in comparison to the control group

Oil sands

Sand saturated with bitumen

p-value

Possibility that any particular outcome would have occurred by chance, statistical
significance is commonly p<0.05, meaning that the possibility of chance alone
being responsible for the outcome is less than five percent.

PAHs

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

Power

Ability of a study to demonstrate an association or causal relationship exists
between two variables, given that an association exists. Power is related to the
size of the study population and the magnitude of the effect.

Prevalence

The proportion of persons with a particular disease within a given population at a
given time

Shale gas

Natural gas found trapped within shale (rock) formations

SIR

Standardized incidence ratio; obtained by dividing the observed number of cases
of cancer by the expected number of cases. This is used to determine if the
occurrence of cancer is higher or lower than expected.

SMR

Standard mortality ratio; ratio between the observed number of deaths in a study
population and the number of expected deaths.

SO2

Sulphur dioxide

Sour gas

Natural gas that contains more than 1% hydrogen sulphide

Sweet oil and gas

Petroleum containing less than 1% hydrogen sulphide

Tight gas

Gas with very low flow rates found in tight layers of rock; usually requires
hydraulic fracturing to release

TPH

Total petroleum hydrocarbons

Unconventional production

Production or release of petroleum using techniques other than the conventional
oil well method

Upstream sector

Exploration and production of the petroleum industry

VOCs

Volatile organic compounds
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

In response to concerns expressed by residents of northeastern British Columbia (NE BC), the British Columbia
Ministry of Health (BC MOH) commissioned a human health risk assessment (HHRA) focusing on the potential
impacts of oil and gas activity on human health. A Steering Committee of senior-level representatives from the
Ministries of Health, Environment, Energy, Mines and Natural Gas, Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation,
Transportation and Infrastructure, along with the BC Oil and Gas Commission and the Oil and Gas Commission
are participating in the HHRA process. The HHRA scope of work was segregated into three phases:


Phase 1 HHRA. Identification of Health Concerns Relating to Oil and Gas Development in Northeastern
British Columbia. Completed in March 2012 by the Fraser Basin Council.



Phase 2 HHRA. Human Health Risk Assessment of Northeastern British Columbia Oil and Gas Activity.
Timeline: October 2012 to March 2014.



Phase 3 HHRA. Communication of overall results. Timeline: To be determined.

The Ministry of Health has contracted Intrinsik Environmental Sciences (Intrinsik) and its team to complete the
Phase 2 HHRA, which will focus on investigating the potential impact of oil and gas activities on human health in
Local Health Areas 59, 60 and 81 (the Region). The team includes a three member Advisory Panel to provide an
independent perspective on the design and approach of the Phase 2 HHRA. The Advisory Panel and the Steering
Committee provided comments to the Draft Literature Review. As indicated in Appendix I, these comments were
addressed in this final document.
This literature review accomplishes Task 3 of the Phase 2 HHRA by completing a comprehensive search of
reports that evaluate potential health effects associated with oil and gas development. While this review focuses
on human health studies, a separate review of relevant exposure assessment studies and human health risk
assessments will be conducted as part of the Screening Health Risk Assessment (SLRA) prior to conducting the
HHRA.
The objectives of this Literature Review, as described in the Intrinsik Work Plan, are as follows:


To design and use a systematic search strategy consistent with the Cochrane Guidelines for conducting
systematic reviews for retrieval of the peer-reviewed and grey literature that is relevant to the overall
objectives of the Phase 2 HHRA work;



To identify and review relevant peer-reviewed and grey literature identified during the systematic search
and review process. This review will include any relevant documents that are publicly available from other
jurisdictions or regions that meet the established search criteria;



To compile a report outlining the methods used to complete the review, and an overview of the findings;



To provide information, where possible, to help guide the next steps in the Phase 2 HHRA. Specifically,
any information relating to chemical emissions from oil and gas activities, and potential health effects that
have been identified as being possibly related to these emissions. This information will be used, in part, in
the development and ranking of scenarios to include in the Screening Level Risk Assessment task of the
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Phase 2 HHRA, where relevant oil and gas activities to the Region will be evaluated qualitatively and
assigned significance rankings based on a number of factors.
In order for the search strategy for the literature review to capture information specific to NE BC as well as
information across other jurisdictions, two key sources of information provided the direction for the search
strategy: (1) the Phase 2 Direction Document that summarized the types of oil and gas development activities
relevant to NE BC, and (2) search terms and synonyms for upstream oil and gas activity and the potentially
associated health effects provided by an information specialist. The search strategy was carefully developed to
guide both the literature search of peer-reviewed articles and the review of grey literature. In this report, McDaniel
Lambert, Inc. summarizes the findings of the review to provide the Phase 2 HHRA team with information on
health issues of greatest potential, as demonstrated by the scientific literature and a wide variety of
agency/organization reports.
Section 2 of this report summarizes the key information from the Phase 1 Report and the Phase 2 Direction
Document that provided guidance for the literature review search strategy. Section 3 of this report details the
search strategy methodology, followed by findings and recommendations in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

Focus of health issues
Phase II
Phase I
Direction
Report Describe Oil & Gas activity in NEBC Document

Search Strategy
Methods

Search of
Peer‐Reviewed
Search of
Grey Literature

Increased
Understanding of
Potential Health
Impacts Associated
with Oil/ Gas
Activities in NE BC

Figure 1. Task 3 Approach
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2.0

REVIEW OF PHASE 2 DIRECTION DOCUMENT

The Phase 2 Direction Document (Intrinsik 2013) provides a detailed review of the Phase 1 report (FBC 2012)
and identifies key health and environmental issues to guide the literature review, screening level risk assessment
and quantitative HHRA, all of which are part of the Phase 2 HHRA work plan. This includes identification of the
nature and extent of oil and gas activities, which assists the literature review in determining the health topics most
relevant to the region. This section provides background information on potential health issues and oil and gas
activities that was taken into consideration while developing the literature search strategy discussed in Section
3.0.

2.1

Health Concerns

The Phase 2 Direction Document identifies the potential health issues from the Phase 1 Report that will be
addressed in the Phase 2 HHRA. This list includes two primary health concerns:


Lung-related issues such as asthma and bronchitis



Cancer

As determined by BC MOH and stated in the Phase 2 Direction Document, non-chemical related health
determinants are beyond the scope of the HHRA. Therefore, studies addressing quality of life, stress, sleep
deprivation, noise, odour, musculoskeletal injuries, and mental health issues were not included in this literature
review.
Potential environmental exposure pathways of concern that will be addressed in the Phase 2 HHRA are:


Inhalation of air emissions, including acute and chronic exposure to hydrogen sulphide (H2S), sulphur
dioxide (SO2) and other emissions



Direct exposure (e.g., ingestion of soil or dermal contact) with soil containing chemicals of concern
associated with oil and gas activities



Ingestion of contaminated water from activities associated with oil and gas development, including
construction, operation, spills, and waste management practices of industry



Ingestion of contaminated food, including concentrations possible in subsistence fishing and hunting

Potential effects on agricultural operations and livestock are also outside the scope of the Phase 2 HHRA as
determined by the BC MOH.
In addition to the environmental exposure pathways identified above, the Phase 2 HHRA will consider potential
human health impacts associated with explosions and accidental releases, as well as impacts on water bodies
and soil from spills, leaks and waste disposal.
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2.2

Oil and Gas Development Activities in Northeast British Columbia

The Phase 2 Direction Document provided a general overview of what types of emissions sources may be
present in the region and the relevant exposure pathways. In summary, the types of oil and gas activities that are
relevant to the Phase 2 HHRA include:


Upstream conventional oil and gas activities. Upstream sector activities include drilling of exploratory
wells and subsequently operating wells to extract oil and/or gas.



Unconventional oil and gas resources such as shale gas, tight gas and coalbed gas, and associated
extraction processes that include horizontal well drilling and hydraulic fracturing.

Oil and gas development in NE BC may be sweet or sour, due to varying degrees of H2S content; both sweet and
sour oil and gas health impacts and exposures will be addressed in the Phase 2 HHRA.
According to the BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas (BC MEMNG) unconventional natural gas
production has been the primary activity in the Fort St. John region (BC MEMPR 2009). In addition, tight gas,
unconventional oil and natural gas liquid production occurs in the area, and several gas processing plants are
located near Fort St. John. Coalbed gas remains a development area currently under research.
Gas is processed at more than 40 plants and central dehydrators in NE BC, and there are approximately
3,000 km of provincially-regulated oil and natural gas liquid pipelines in BC (BC MEM 2005). There are no oil
refineries in the region; conventional oil operations are anticipated to continue to decline (FBC 2012), while
unconventional operations are expected to continue to increase (BC MEM 2012).
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3.0

METHODS

The literature search was intended to increase understanding of the potential health effects in communities living
near oil and gas development activities. This was accomplished by conducting a critical review and evaluation of
the scientific peer-reviewed literature and ‘grey’ literature (referred to as the literature review). The overall
approach was consistent with recommendations reported in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of
Interventions (Cochrane 2009). Cochrane reviews adhere to the principle that “science is cumulative” and by
considering the available evidence, decisions can be made that reflect the best science available.
A clearly defined, focused review begins with a well-framed question and
should specify the types of population, interventions, outcomes,
comparisons, studies of interest, or commonly referred to as the acronym
PICOS (Population, Interventions, Comparisons, Outcomes, and Study
Type). To guide the literature review, the objective was defined as a
search of health studies that report the potential human health effects
associated with living or working near oil and gas development activities.
Additional criteria for including studies included English language and
publication between 1990 and the present, When designing the search
strategy, a wide range of synonyms and related terms was considered in
order to be as comprehensive as possible. For example, a primary

P (Population): Humans residing
or working near oil and gas activity
I (Intervention): Oil and gas
development activities
C (Comparator): None
O (Outcomes): Chemical-related
health effects
S (Study Type): Health studies

synonym for the term “health study” was “epidemiologic”. The search
strategy was developed in collaboration with an information specialist Figure 2. PICOS Search Strategy
who has experience developing search strategies as a medical librarian.
Appendix II provides the strategy for the literature search and Appendix III provides the strategy for the grey
literature search.

3.1

Studies Retrieved in the Peer-Reviewed Literature Search

The systematic search of the peer-reviewed literature databases identified a total of 2,197 citations. An initial
screening of the title and abstract eliminated 2,059 citations through screening the abstracts against the following
exclusion terms:
Offshore, Coastal, Downstream, Mining, Deepwater Horizon, Petrochemical industry/plant, Refinery,
Petroleum distribution, Personal hair products, Personal care products, Filling station/gas station/petrol
station/service station, Aviation, Prestige, Avgas, Clinical study, Cooking/stoves/kitchen, Microbial
response/microbial community, Power Plant, Carbon Monoxide, Leaded gasoline, Gulf war/Kuwait oil
fires, Landfill gas, Boilermakers, Oil palm, Indoor air pollution, Drug use, Alcoholism, AIDS, Sexually
transmitted diseases, Prostitution
Screening the abstracts was not automated and therefore professional judgement was exercised before excluding
a study based on the list above. For instance, if the term “alcoholism” appeared in the abstract but it was clear
from the abstract that other health effects were also examined, the citation was not excluded. After the initial
screening, 138 articles were eligible for full-text review. The full-text review examined whether the articles were
relevant to the study objective and screened the full-text against exclusion terms listed above. During the full-text
review, literature that was not original research (i.e., other literature reviews) were excluded. A total of 27 studies
fit the selection criteria and were included in the review. For obtained reports, the reference lists were reviewed to
ensure that no studies were overlooked. A flow diagram of the literature screening process is presented in Figure
3 below.
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Due to the limited number of studies retrieved that met the study criteria, quality criteria was not used to further
exclude studies from this literature review. However, study quality is discussed qualitatively in the discussion
section of this report (Section 6.0).

2,197 Total Abstract/title review
Citations

138 Articles

Full text
review

27 Articles
selected

19 Community health
study articles
8 Occupational health
study articles

Figure 3. Studies Retrieved in Peer-Reviewed Literature Search

3.2

Studies Retrieved in the Grey Literature Search

A web-based grey-literature search was carried out to retrieve information from various levels of government,
academia, non-profit organizations and industry in electronic formats. Appendix III provides a comprehensive list
of grey literature search engines, and search terms used that are consistent with those used in the peer-reviewed
literature search.
The criteria for including studies were identical to those outlined for the peer-reviewed literature review – English
language, 1990 to present, and relevant to health effects studied among people living and/or working near oil and
gas development activities. The initial search recovered 20 articles. A second more refined search screened
these results and nine studies were eliminated because they were either baseline health studies before the
impact of oil and gas development or because no health data was collected. Finally, a total of 12 grey literature
results were identified as meeting the study criteria.
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4.0

PEER-REVIEWED LITERATURE RESULTS

The peer-reviewed search focused on human health studies related to the study question. Environmental
epidemiology seeks to link or associate health outcomes observed in a population with exposure to a pollutant or
source of pollutants. Often, those associations are determined by controlling for other influential factors, such as
age, smoking history or other life-style behaviours, and economic status. Observational studies are the primary
tool used in environmental epidemiology. The four most common types of observational epidemiologic studies
are summarized in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Types of Observational Epidemiology Studies
Type of Study

Characteristics

Cohort

Subjects are defined according to their exposure level and followed for
disease occurrence

5

Case-control

Subjects are defined as cases or controls according to presence of a
disease. Exposure histories are compared.

1

Cross-sectional

Data on exposure and outcome collected simultaneously. Examines
relationship between exposure and disease prevalence in a defined
population at a single point in time.

3

Ecological

Examines relationship between exposure and disease with populationlevel rather than individual-level data.
Unit of observation is a
geographically defined area or unit.

18

4.1

Number of
Studies
Retrieved

Summary of Community Health Studies

The literature search strategy resulted in finding a number of studies which examined adverse human health
effects from oil and gas operations located in proximity to communities. A few studies investigated diseases in
populations near oil and gas activities in North America but the majority of community studies were in developing
countries such as Iran, Ecuador, and Nigeria. Differences in oil development practices, community behaviors,
and socioeconomic status mean that these populations may have higher exposures than in the developed world.
Therefore, research from developing countries may have limited generalizability to Northeastern British Columbia.
This section of the report is organized by health topics studied in the peer-reviewed literature: respiratory effects,
cancer, hematological markers and cardiovascular effects, neurological disease, autoimmune disease,
reproductive effects, and acute health effects. Table 2 summarizes the studies discussed in this section.
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4.1.1

Respiratory Effects

There is little research into respiratory effects and community exposure to oil and gas operations. Dahlgren et al.
(2007) compared questionnaire responses from a community subdivision built on ground that had previously been
used as a pit for oil field waste to a community with no known petroleum exposures, both located in New Mexico
in the United States. The authors noted higher prevalence of several respiratory symptoms self-reported by the
exposed population compared to the unexposed population, including shortness of breath and wheezing, cough
with blood (odds ratio = 11.8, 95% Confidence Interval (CI): 4.33, 32.03), cough with mucus (odds ratio= 2.6, 95%
CI: 1.43, 4.73), dry cough (odds ratio = 5.06; 95% CI: 2.67, 9.60), and chronic bronchitis (odds ratio = 17.4, 95%
CI: 4.06, 74.35). Research from this study may have been subject to bias because participants in the exposed
community were involved in litigation.
4.1.2

Cancer

Drilling and extraction of crude oil and natural gas can release various carcinogens, including benzene, other
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) into the environment.
Associations between oil and gas activity and community cancer rates have been the focus of some health
studies. A population-wide leukemia incidence study carried out from 1986 to 1988 in China revealed that the
standardized incidence ratio (SIR) of leukemia in oil fields was significantly higher (1.46, p<0.01) than other areas
such as coal mines (SIR = 1.18), steel factories (SIR = 1.04), urban areas (SIR = 1.16) and rural areas (SIR =
0.89) (Chongli and Xiaobo 1991). For this study, leukemia case data was collected from hospitals, clinics, and
factory doctors; population estimates were based on China’s 1982 census. However, the authors did not account
for any potential confounders such as age and sex.
San Sebastián et al. (2001) conducted an ecological comparison of cancer incidence in the village of San Carlos,
surrounded by oil fields in the Amazon basin of Ecuador, versus a reference population. The investigators found
that the overall cancer rate was 2.3 times higher than a reference population, though the difference was
statistically insignificant (95% CI: 0.97, 4.46), and that the overall death rate from all types of cancer among the
male population was 3.6 times higher compared to a reference population (95% CI: 1.31, 7.81). Cancer cases
were obtained from a national cancer registry and population estimates were obtained from a national census. As
part of that study, total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) was measured in the water used for drinking, washing, and
bathing by the residents of San Carlos and samples were found to have concentrations far in exceedance of the
European Community regulatory limit. Hurtig and San Sebastián (2004) completed another ecological study in
the Amazon basin of Ecuador comparing the incidence of childhood leukemia in counties with oil development
activities to those without. The results suggested an excess of leukemia incidence in children living in proximity to
oil fields (relative risk = 2.56; 95% CI: 1.35, 4.86). A study by different researchers also sought to examine cancer
mortality in counties with long-term oil extraction activities in the Amazon basin of Ecuador to those without oil
extraction activities (Kelsh et al. 2009). Using different classification of “exposed” counties and updated census
population estimates compared to San Sebastián and Hurtig, the authors of this study found that mortality in
counties with long-term oil extraction activities were similar, or lower, compared to those without such activities for
overall cancer (relative risk = 0.82; 95% CI: 0.73, 0.92), and for many site-specific cancers.
Gazdek and Mustajbegovic (2007) conducted a study to determine lymphohematopoietic malignancy incidence
rates between populations living near oil and gas fields (two regions) compared with those living in areas free
from oil and gas development (one region) in Koprivnica-Krizevci County, Croatia. Relative risks were calculated
by comparing incidence rates prior to oil and gas development (1971-1980) to rates during oil and gas
development (1981-2000) and also by comparing incidence rates between the different regions for the period
Phase 2 HHRA – Task 3, Literature review
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during oil and gas development. The authors reported an association between oil and gas development activities
and relative risk of chronic myeloid leukemia and multiple myeloma. Incidence of chronic myeloid leukemia was
3.4 times that in the reference area (95% CI: 1.65, 6.87). Incidence of multiple myeloma in the two exposed
areas was 1.6 times the incidence of multiple myeloma in the reference area (95% CI: 1.01, 2.63).
Colquhoun et al. (2010) investigated cancer incidence in a First Nations community located close to sulphur-rich
natural gas installations in Alberta, Canada in response to concerns about a perceived increase in cancer cases.
The authors observed colorectal and overall cancer incidence within the First Nations community were not higher
than expected, however, cervical cancer cases, were higher than expected for both on- and off-reserve
populations. The authors to not make any conclusions regarding the reason for increased cervical cancer rates –
whether it’s spurious, biologically plausible or associated with socioeconomic factors. They noted that the cervical
cancer findings were likely related to an absence of preventative screenings such as the use of Pap smear
screening services among women in the community, rather than proximity to natural gas installations.
4.1.3

Hematological Markers and Cardiovascular Effects

A group of studies in Masjid-i-Sulaiman (MIS), Khozestan province, Iran have investigated a potential relationship
between H2S and cardiovascular effects. The first oil well in the Middle East was located in MIS, and parts of the
city are contaminated by subsurface leakage of natural gas containing about 40% H2S. Saadat and Bahaoddini
(2004) collected blood samples from 99 individuals from polluted areas of MIS and 396 unexposed individuals
from the general MIS population. Hematological markers were within the normal range for both study groups,
however, the mean red blood cell counts, percentages of hematocrit, and level of hemoglobin were significantly
higher among the exposed subjects compared with the control group. The mean absolute number of white blood
cells, lymphocytes, and neutrophils were significantly decreased in the exposed subjects compared with the
control group. The results suggest apparent hematological changes from chronic exposure to natural gas, but the
clinical relevance of those changes is not understood. Saadat et al. (2004) measured the blood pressure of 94
healthy individuals living in MIS and compared these values to average blood pressure according to sex and age
group. Through use of the non-parametric sign test, the authors conclude that systolic blood pressure is
significantly decreased and diastolic blood pressure is significantly increased among the exposed population,
though no estimate of the effect size is produced. In order to explore the effect of genetic polymorphisms on
blood pressure of individuals chronically exposed to sulphur compounds, the author conducted another study to
determine glutathione S-transferase M1 (GSTM1) and T1 (GSTT1) genotypes (Saadat 2004). Both systolic and
diastolic blood pressure of the subjects were associated with specific combinations of GSTM1 and GSTT1
genotypes, suggesting that sour gas could be physiologically regulated by GSTM1 and/or GSTT1 active
enzymes. The research team in MIS then compared four parameters measuring electrical activity of the hearts of
89 healthy female students to the same parameters in a reference population of non-exposed female students
(Bahaoddini 2006). When compared to the non-exposed population, two of the four parameters were lower in the
exposed population and the other two were not significantly different; the authors concluded that chronic exposure
to H2S may provoke alterations of electrical activity in the heart, however, the exact mechanism cannot be
determined.
One community study in the U.S. investigated cardiovascular health outcomes from oil and gas exposure. As
described in Section 4.1.1, Dahlgren et al. (2007) compared questionnaire responses from a community living in a
subdivision built on ground that had previously been used as a pit for oil field waste to a community with no known
petroleum exposures (both in New Mexico). The authors noted significantly higher odds of experiencing several
cardiovascular problems as self-reported by the exposed population, including angina (odds ratio = 5.72; 95% CI:
1.68, 19.43), chest tightness (odds ratio = 5.97; 95% CI: 3.13, 11.40) and pain in the chest (odds ratio = 4.24;
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95% CI: 2.21, 8.14). Odds of experiencing other cardiovascular events, such as heart disease, acute myocardial
infarction, and stroke were not significantly elevated in the exposed compared to unexposed residents. However,
the study populations were very different from each other in terms of race/ethnicity and educational attainment;
and this heterogeneity leads to a question about study quality. In addition, the exposed community members
were involved in litigation, a factor some researchers believe is a bias due to the participants’ financial incentive to
exaggerate health effects. The authors did not believe litigation bias was present in this research.
4.1.4

Neurological Disease

It is well documented that acute exposure to high levels of H2S can result in loss of consciousness and other
neurological symptoms. Several community studies investigated whether there is an association between chronic
H2S exposure and neurological effects. Saadat et al. (2004) examined the potential relationship between the
number of observed suicide attempts and the degree of H2S pollution in different seasons. The authors showed a
statistically positive correlation between the concentration of reactive sulphur compounds in air and seasonal
frequency of self-burning suicidal behavior (r = 0.92; p = 0.04). This study did not control for other risk factors for
suicide, such as social factors and mental illness.
Kilburn et al. (2010) tested adults living in four communities in Southeastern New Mexico for neurobehavioral
impairment: one community highly exposed to sour oil and gas, two communities less exposed, and one
unexposed community. Symptoms were more frequently observed in the exposed communities in the following
eight categories: irritative, indigestion, respiratory, moods, sleep, balance, memory and limbic system. However,
the exposures were confounded because there were other sources of H2S in addition to the sour gas/oil fields in
the exposed communities. Those sources included several oil refineries and a waste water treatment plant with
problems preventing proper aeration of waste. In another New Mexican community, Dahlgren et al. (2007) noted
higher prevalence of several neurological symptoms self-reported by the exposed population compared to the
unexposed population, including dizziness, lightheadedness, loss of balance, extreme fatigue, sleep disorders,
lack of concentration, and memory loss.
4.1.5

Autoimmune Disease

Extraction of crude oil results in the release of various chemicals, some of which are associated with causing
autoimmune effects in humans. Several studies have examined the presence of autoimmune disease and
serological markers of autoimmunity in community residents adjacent to oil extraction activities. Schoenroth and
Fritzler (2004) studied 214 individuals from Fort McMurray, which is near the Athabasca Oil Sands, and 30 control
individuals from Lethbridge, both communities in Alberta, Canada. All participants were given questionnaires
about exposures and previous medical diagnoses and tested for immunoglobulin G autoantibodies. There was no
increase in self-reported illness from the questionnaire data in the exposed group and the frequency of a positive
antibody test was similar in both the group living near oil sands development and the control group. While the
study group had higher titers and different types of autoantibodies, overall there was no evidence of increased
autoimmune disease or response in the community near the oil sands (i.e., Fort McMurray).
Dahlgren et al. (2007) investigated an apparent cluster in the autoimmune disease systemic lupus erythematosus
(lupus) in a community subdivision built on ground previously used as a pit for oil field waste in Hobbs, New
Mexico. The authors concluded there was a significantly higher prevalence of lupus in the exposed population of
90 adults compared to a comparison population of 129 people with no known exposures (odds ratio = 19.33; 95%
CI: 1.96, 190.72). However, the study populations were very different from each other in terms of race/ethnicity
and educational attainment. This heterogeneity leads to a question about study quality. In addition, the exposed
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community members were involved in litigation, a factor some researchers believe is a bias due to the
participants’ financial incentive to exaggerate effects. The authors did not believe litigation bias was present in
this research. .
4.1.6

Reproductive Effects

San Sebastián et al. (2002) conducted a cross-sectional study of the reproductive health of 365 women living in
communities surrounded by oil fields in the Amazon basin of Ecuador and 283 women living in unexposed
communities. Women were interviewed about their reproductive histories and the outcomes (live births,
spontaneous abortions, and still births) of their last three pregnancies. The authors found the pregnancies of
women in exposed communities were more than twice as likely to end in spontaneous abortion, while no
association was found between exposure and stillbirth (odds ratio = 2.47; 95% CI: 1.61, 3.79). The authors note
that results of this study may have been influenced by recall bias, since people who believe they were exposed to
chemicals might be more likely to recall spontaneous abortions, but authors prevented recall bias by presenting
the study as a general health study rather than an oil and gas study. However, the rate of spontaneous abortion
in the unexposed population (4%) was lower than rates reported in other countries in South America suggesting
either an actual low risk or underreporting in the unexposed population.
In 2002, Saadat et al. reported an apparent association between families residing in oil contaminated areas of
MIS in Iran and a statistically significant increase in the proportion of male births compared to the general
population (sex ratio of 0.563 vs. 0.504, p<0.03). To investigate the influencing factors on the sex ratio,
researchers then completed several studies of genetic polymorphisms. Saadat and Zendeh-Boodi (2008)
examined the potential effect of natural selection on genetic polymorphisms of glutathione S-transferase M1
(GSTM1) and T1 (GSTT1) in a population with chronic exposure to H2S. The authors found a significant
difference between two generations for the GSTT1 polymorphism. Saadat et al. (2011) then examined the effect
of polymorphisms of genotypes on concentrations of serum testosterone among 68 female students living in
polluted areas of MIS, Khozestan province, Iran. The authors concluded that the polymorphisms of GSTM1 and
GSTT1 modulate serum testosterone concentration in young females exposed to sour gas. Overall this group of
studies do not provide strong evidence that exposure to sour gas influences sex ratio or hormonal status in the
community. The small sample size of individuals living within the contaminated area of MIS limits the findings of
the sex ratio study. The association between H2S exposure and the genetic outcomes are not reliable because
there were no reference groups in either study.
4.1.7

Acute Health Effects

A retrospective cohort study was carried out to determine if residents in Bayelsa State, Nigeria suffered an
increase in self-reported symptoms attributable to a spill of more than 2,500 barrels of crude oil from a breached
pipeline (Ordinioha and Sawyer 2010). The spilled crude oil, rotting fishes, and animals killed by the spill resulted
in pungent fumes that spread into the residential areas of the communities affected by the spill. Questionnaires
were administered to 210 individuals in exposed communities and 210 individuals in communities not affected by
the spill. There were significant differences in the six week period prevalence for diarrhea (OR = 4.6, p-value
<0.0001), sore eyes (OR = 10.93, p-value <0.0001), itchy skin (OR = 13.48, p-value < 0.00001), and occupational
injuries (OR = 5.29, p-value < 0.0005) including slipping on surfaces coated with spilled oil. While the authors
concluded that exposure to mists and fumes from the oil spill did cause acute health effects in the rural
community where residents are highly dependent on the environment for sustenance, they also believed there
may have been symptom magnification for financial gain.
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4.2

Summary of Occupational Health Studies

This literature search included occupational health studies in order to evaluate health concerns that are relevant
to people working and living in the region. As shown in Figure 4 below, the forestry, fishing and mining sector
employs the largest number of people in the goods industries in NE BC. This sector is mostly made up of mining,
and the majority of workers in mining are engaged in gas
production activities (BC 2013a). Employment in the
Utilities, Forestry, Fishing, Mining, Oil and Gas, and
Construction industries is projected to grow at a rate of 2.2
per cent to 2.9 per cent per year (BC 2013b). This reflects
the projected growth in oil and gas development activities
in the Northeast Region.
Since the oil and gas extraction industry accounts for a
large percentage of the Northeast Region workforce, it
was important to include occupational health studies in the
overall characterization of potential health impacts
associated with oil and gas activity.
Hessel et al. 1997 studied the pulmonary health effects of Figure 4. Mining as largest employer in NE BC
H2S exposure among a group of 175 workers involved in
extracting and processing oil and natural gas in Alberta. A respiratory symptom questionnaire and spirometric
testing were administered to determine whether the study participants experienced symptoms from sour gas,
including a “knockdown” event. The lung function data were analyzed using analysis of covariance to control for
age, height and cigarette pack-years. Lung function indicators did not differ between the exposed and unexposed
groups, and a history of sour gas exposure was not associated with an increased prevalence of respiratory
symptoms. Employees who experienced knockdown events showed significant excesses of shortness of breath,
wheezing, and chest tightness. Since lung function changes were not shown, the authors suggested that future
studies should focus on evaluating bronchial responsiveness.
In a study of natural gas production workers in the northeastern part of the Netherlands, Boogaard et al. (1996)
studied the exposure to elemental mercury and early signs of changes in renal and neurological functions.
There were no differences among three exposure groups of workers with respect to the nervous system tests or
historical biological mercury monitoring data. However, one renal parameter of interest, urinary N-acetyl-β-Dglucosaminidase (NAG), was strongly correlated with mercury concentration in urine. The authors concluded that
exposure to mercury at levels below the biological exposure index can result in observable increases in NAG
levels; however such an increase is not an early sign of developing renal dysfunction.
Two studies examined upstream workers in the conventional petroleum industry performing activities associated
with the production of crude oil, and the association with acute myelogenous leukemia. In 1995, Sathiakumar, et
al. published the first epidemiological study to relate a positive association between leukemia and the work
histories of active and retired employees of a large petroleum company in the United States. The study examined
69 cases of leukemia and 284 matched controls. Employment in production-related work in the oil and gas
division was correlated with acute myelogenous leukemia compared with other petroleum workers. The
association with acute myelogenous leukemia was strongest for the subjects in the highest tertile (32+ years) of
employment in oil and gas production-related work and there was a trend of increasing ORs with increasing
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duration of employment. A limitation identified in this study was the uncertainty associated with work histories,
particularly the early work history for some subjects was unknown.
Divine and Hartman in 2000 updated information on workers engaged in the production of crude oil in the United
States to include data from the years 1946 to 1994. The study found that the overall mortality for crude oil
production workers was less than that of the general United States population. Mortality rates were slightly
increased for cancer of the prostate, the brain and central nervous system, and cancer of other lymphatic tissue.
There was a significant increase in acute myelogenous leukemia for two specific subsets of workers – for those
first employed before 1940 (SMR 3.74, 95% CI: 1.86, 6.70) and for those who were in production or pipeline jobs
for at least 20 years (SMR 2.65, 95% CI: 1.41, 4.53).
The remaining four occupational studies are large-scale retrospective or prospective cohort studies of employees
in the conventional petroleum industry and potential associations with cancer incidence. These studies are
included in this review, because the authors presented results and conclusions separately for upstream petroleum
workers. In 1992, Schnatter et al. examined the mortality rates of a large Canadian cohort of oil industry workers,
focusing on risk of leukemia and other lymphatic cancers, malignant melanoma and kidney cancer. Total mortality
rates among employees were observed to be lower than the general population and similar to other petrochemical
cohorts. A number of disease-specific mortality rates were also significantly lower than the general population
(e.g., circulatory disorders, respiratory disorders, accidental death, and myocardial infarction). The most notable
finding and only significantly increased disease-specific mortality rate among upstream workers was an excess of
malignant melanoma particularly among upstream workers (SMR = 6.0, 95% CI: 2.19, 13.06), which was directly
related to employment duration and latency. However, the small study size of the upstream group is a significant
limitation.
In a follow-up study, Lewis et al., 2000, updated the mortality and cancer incidence workplace cohort analysis of
the Canadian petroleum company discussed in the above paper. Employees from 1964 to 1983 were traced to
the Canadian mortality database. Researchers found that for the time period examined, employees experienced
significantly low overall mortality. The upstream petroleum industry sector was classified as exploration, drilling,
production and pipeline in this study. When compared to the general Canadian population, mortality from the
causes of initial interest (kidney cancer, colon cancer, leukemia and lymphoma) were less than or consistent with
expected rates. For upstream workers, there was a significant increase in malignant melanoma (SMR 2.82; 95%
CI: 1.13, 5.81), and slight non-significant excess of malignant brain tumors (SMR 1.72; 95% CI: 0.86, 3.08) and
aortic aneurysms (SMR 1.32; 95% CI 0.66; 2.37). However, the study’s authors found no pattern in SMRs for
brain tumors among workers with more than 20 years latency by duration of employment.
Gun et al., 2004 updated a mortality and cancer incidence study of employees in the Australian petroleum
industry. This study was divided into cohorts of differing occupations within the industry. The researchers traced
employees from 1981 to 1996 with the Australian National Death Index and the National Cancer Statistics
Clearing House. The study found a significant increase of the incidence of melanoma, bladder cancer and
prostate cancer and a marginally significant excess of plural mesothelioma, leukemia and multiple myeloma
among all workers studied in the petroleum industry. Increased incidence of bladder cancer was found in all
workplace types except the upstream sector (SIR 0.9, 95% CI: 0.11; 3.27), which was defined as onshore
production. Similarly, an excess of all leukemia was present in all workplace types except onshore production.
The strength of this study is the concurrent evaluation of mortality and cancer incidence, which allowed the
authors to conclude that the healthy worker effect of diagnosis occurring at earlier stages may explain the
prolonged mean survival time rather than lowered cancer incidence.
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Huebner et al. 2010 evaluated mortality rates among women employed in U.S. operating units of a petroleum
company, including the upstream segment that includes exploration, development and production of petroleum
resources. This retrospective cohort study utilized human resource databases and death certificates to study fulltime women employees with at least one day of employment between 1979 and 2000. Of the 1,947 deaths, 42%
are due to cancer, most commonly malignancies of the respiratory system and breast. A total of 8,085 women
were studied in the upstream operating segment, with the largest number of employees representing
professionals and office/clerical job types. No significant associations are reported among women working in the
upstream segment and the mortality from all causes, all cancers, circulatory diseases or external causes.
However, due to small sample sizes, there was limited statistical power to evaluate some of the operating
segments and job type categories.
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Table 2. Summary of Systematic Search Results
Author(s)

Bahaoddini
A, et al.

Chongli Y
and Xiaobo
Z

Colquhoun
A., et al.

Dahlgren J,
et al.

Gazdek D, et
al.

Year

2009

1991

2010

2007

2007

Country

Iran

China

Canada

United
States

Croatia
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Study Type

Ecologic
(partially)

Population

Exposure

Community Health Studies
89 female students
who were residents
Residence near oil
of contaminated
fields with area with
areas of Masjid‐i‐
sour gas leakage
Sulaiman

Health
Outcomes

Overall Findings

Hematological
Markers and
Cardiovascular
Effects

Chronic exposure to H2S in air may cause
alterations of electrical activity of the heart.

Cancer

Standardized incidence ratio (SIR) of leukemia
in oil fields (1.46) was significantly higher
(p<0.01) than other areas such as coal mines
(SIR = 1.18), steel factories (SIR = 1.04), urban
areas (SIR = 1.16) and rural areas (SIR = 0.89).

Ecologic

Over 60 million
person‐years in 46
investigating areas

Investigating areas
categorized as oil
fields

Ecologic

Residents of a First
Nations on‐reserve
community located
close to sulphur‐rich
natural gas
installations (<1000
people)

First Nations on‐
reserve community
living near sulphur‐
rich natural gas
installations

Cancer

Observed colorectal and overall cancer
incidence within the First Nations community
not higher than expected. Cervical cancer
incidence, was higher than expected for on‐
and off‐reserve populations.

Ecologic
(partially)

90 adults in study
population, 129
adults from control
population

Residence near oil
field waste site

Respiratory
Effects,
Cardiovascular
Effects,
Neurological,
Autoimmune
Disease

Increased prevalence of lupus in study
population which the authors attribute to
exposure to pristane, phytane, mercury and
possible synergystic effects of organic
solvents.

Ecologic

803 cases of
lymphohematopoieti
c malignancies

Residence near oil and
gas fields

Cancer

Study concludes that long‐term exposure to
oil and gas development elevates risks for
chronic myeloid leukemia and multiple
myeloma.
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Author(s)

Hurtig AK
and San
Sebastián M

Year

2004

Country

Ecuador

Study Type

Population

Exposure

Health
Outcomes

Ecologic

Four counties
(56,202 children) in
exposure group and
11 counties (71,970
children) as non‐
exposed

Residence near long‐
term oil exploration
and extraction activity

Cancer

Residence near long‐
term oil exploration
and extraction activity

Cancer

Kelsh MA, et
al.

2009

Ecuador

Ecologic

Four exposed
cantons compared to
all other cantons in
northern Amazon
region, 1990‐2005

Kilburn KH,
et al.

2010

United
States

Ecologic
(partially)

49 adults

Residence in
community with H2S
exposure

Neurological

Nigeria

Ecologic
(partially)

420 questionnaires
to male residents of
exposed and
unexposed
communities

Residence in
community
contaminated with
crude oil from a
pipeline spill

Acute Health
Effects

496 individuals in
southwest Iran

Residence near oil
fields with area with
sour gas leakage

Hematological
Markers and
Cardiovascular
Effects

68 female students

Residence near oil
fields with area with
sour gas leakage

Reproductive
Effects

Ordinioha B
and Sawyer
W

2010

Saadat M
and
Bahaoddini
A

2004

Iran

Ecologic
(partially)

Saadat M
and Saadat I

2011

Iran

Ecologic
(partially)
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Overall Findings

Study found an increased risk of leukemia
among children living in proximity to oil
fields. No increased risk of all cancers
combined.
Mortality rate ratios did not show evidence of
increased death rates from cancers/all causes
in areas with oil extraction. Study may be
limited by underreporting, exposure and
disease misclassification, as well as study
design.
Authors conclude that neurobehavioral
deficits observed in Lovington, Tatum and
Artesia New Mexico were most likely caused
by low level concentrations of H2S.
The study concluded that there were acute,
mild and transient health impacts from
exposure to crude oil fumes. The authors
believed that there may be symptom
magnification in the study population for
financial gain.
Mean RBC counts, hemoglobin and
hematocrit levels and absolute number of
platelets was higher in exposed group. The
mean number of WBCs, lymphocytes and
neutrophils was significant.
The polymorphisms of GSTM1 and GSTT1
modulate serum testosterone concentration
in young females exposed to naturally
occurring sour gas.
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Author(s)

Saadat M et
al.

Saadat M, et
al.

Saadat M, et
al.

Saadat M, et
al.

San
Sebastián
M, et al.

San
Sebastián
M., et al.

Year

2002

2004a

2004b

2004c

2002

2001

Country

Study Type

Population

Exposure

Health
Outcomes

Overall Findings

Ecologic

351 offspring in 51
families in the
contaminated area

Residence near oil
fields with area with
sour gas leakage

Reproductive
Effects

The overall male: female sex‐ratio in general
population of MIS from 1987 to 2001 was
0.504 (total number of live births 44 040). In
the contaminated area, the sex ratio was
increased (0.563). The difference is
statistically significant.

Ecologic

561 suicide attempts,
19 men and 32
women completed
suicide

Residence near oil
fields with area with
sour gas leakage

Neurological

Suicide attempts by self‐burning correlated
with seasonal fluctuations of ambient sulphur
compound concentrations.

Iran

Ecologic
(partially)

Study subjects (38
males, 38 females)
were residents of
contaminated areas
of Masjid‐i‐Sulaiman
(southwest of Iran)

Residence near oil
fields with area with
sour gas leakage

Hematological
Markers and
Cardiovascular
Effects

From four combinations of genotypes,
systolic blood pressure was significantly
decreased in combination of null‐GSTM1 and
present‐GSTT1 and diastolic blood pressure
was significantly increased in combination of
present‐GSTM1 and null‐GSTT1.

Iran

Ecologic
(partially)

94 healthy
individuals (43 males,
51 females)

Residence near oil
fields with area with
sour gas leakage

Hematological
Markers and
Cardiovascular
Effects

Systolic blood pressure significantly
decreased while diastolic blood pressure and
heart rate significantly increased in exposed
individuals.

Ecologic
(partially)

365 exposed
(communities
surrounded by oil
fields) and 283 non‐
exposed women
aged 17 to 45 years

Residence near long‐
term oil exploration
and extraction activity

Reproductive
Effects

Exposed communities had TPH in streams
above the allowable limit. Pregnancies in
exposed women were more likely to end in
spontaneous abortion.

Cancer

Analysis of TPH in community water and
statistical analysis of observed and expected
cancer cases (compared to reference
population) showed severe exposure to TPHs
by residents and a cancer mortality rate 3.6
higher than expected among males.

Iran

Iran

Ecuador

Ecuador
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Ecologic

San Carlos village
(about 1000 ppl)

Residence near long‐
term oil exploration
and extraction activity
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Author(s)

Schoenroth
LJ, et al.

Zendeh‐
Boodi Z and
Saadat M

Year

2004

2008

Country

Study Type

Population

Exposure

Canada

Cross‐
sectional

244 serum samples
(214 from the study
group and 30 from
controls)

Iran

Ecologic
(partially)

94 first generation
and 187 second
generation
individuals

Health
Outcomes

Residence in oil sands
development
community; BTEX
biomarker levels;
occupational and
home exposures from
questionnaire

Autoimmune
Disease

Residence near oil
fields with area with
sour gas leakage

Reproductive
Effects

Overall Findings
Frequency of positive antibody tests was
similar between study (13%) and control
groups (10%). There was no evidence of
increased autoimmune disease in a
petroleum development population with low
levels of exposure.
There was a significant difference in the
GSTT1 null genotype between first and
second generation groups.

Occupational Studies

Boogaard PJ,
et al.

1996

Netherla
nds

Cross‐
sectional

18 (high exposure),
22 (low), 19 (control)

Employment in
production of natural
gas

Other

Divine BJ
and
Hartman CM

2000

United
States

Cohort

24,124 employees

Employment in
production of crude
oil

Cancer,
Respiratory
Effects, Other

Gun RT, et
al.

2004

Australia

Cohort

15,965 male and
1,206 female
employees

Hessel PA,
et al.

1997

Canada

Cross‐
sectional

175 workers in
Alberta

2010

United
States

Cohort

8,085 women in
upstream petroleum
industry studied

Huebner
WW, et al.
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Employment in
onshore oil and gas
production
Employment
extracting and
processing natural gas
Employment in
upstream petroleum
industry

Cancer
Respiratory
Effects

Cancer, Other

Exposure to mercury and early signs of
alterations in renal and neurological functions
were measured. No differences between the
3 groups with respect to either motor nerve
conduction velocity or tremor frequency
spectra of physiological tremors.
Exposed populations had lower overall
mortality compared with the United States
population, lower mortality for a number of
causes, and higher mortality for a select few.
No significant excess of bladder cancer or
leukemia among onshore production
workers.
Loss of consciousness due to H2S exposure
was associated with shortness of breath,
chest tightness and wheezing.
Low SMRs for every cause of death category
examined (all causes, all cancers, circulatory
diseases, and external causes) for women in
upstream job functions.
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Author(s)

Year

Country

Study Type

Population

Exposure

Health
Outcomes

Cohort

34,597 employees
from different
segments of a large
petroleum company

Employment in
upstream petroleum
industry

Cancer,
Respiratory
Effects, Other

United
States

Case‐control

69 cases (union oil
company) and 284
matched controls

Employment in oil
production and
pipeline work

Cancer

Canada

Cohort

34,597 oil industry
workers in different
operating segments

Employment in
upstream petroleum
industry

Cancer

Lewis RJ, et
al.

2000

Canada

Sathiakumar
N, et al.

1995

Schnatter
AR, et al.

1992
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Overall Findings
Malignant melanoma, which was increased
among upstream and marketing and
distribution workers in a previous study by
the authors, returned to levels consistent
with the general population in the update
period. Slight increase in malignant brain
cancer in upstream workers.
Employment in production‐related work in
the oil and gas division was associated with
myelogenous leukemia (OR = 2.0); there was
a trend of increasing ORs with increasing
duration of employment. Study did not
control for smoking.
There was a significant excess of malignant
melanoma concentrated among upstream
workers, directly related to employment
duration and latency period.
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5.0

GREY LITERATURE SEARCH RESULTS

The purpose of the grey literature search was to determine if there were documents published outside of peerreviewed scientific journals that were pertinent to the study question. For purposes of this review, grey literature
is defined unpublished studies and studies published outside widely available journals. As summarized in Table
3, 12 reports were included in the grey literature review as studies that warrant some discussion. Those reports
are categorized as community investigations, literature reviews, or occupational studies, and are discussed
below.

5.1

Community Investigations

Hill (2012) of Cornell University issued a draft report on the impacts of natural development in the Marcellus Shale
of Pennsylvania on infant health. The outcomes of interest were low birth weight, premature birth, small for
gestational age1, and 5 minute APGAR scores2. The exposed population was comprised of mothers living within
2.5 km of a completed gas development site and the comparison population was comprised of mothers living
within 2.5 km of permitted areas for future gas wells. The main source of health data was Vital Statistics Natality
records from Pennsylvania for the years 2003 to 2010. The results suggest that exposure to unconventional
natural gas development before birth increases the overall prevalence of low birth weight by 25%, increases the
overall prevalence of small for gestational age by 17% and reduces 5 minute APGAR scores. Little impact on
premature birth was detected. The researcher noted that potential confounders such as economic variables (e.g.,
use of Medicaid), ethnicity and smoking status did not affect the results. However, other characteristics with
known associations with low birth weight such as age of mother, alcohol use, and number of times the female has
given birth were not considered.
Coons and Walker (2006) compared the health of the residents of Garfield County, Colorado, where there is
extensive natural gas extraction activity, to other counties in Colorado. The study collected quantitative data in the
form of health outcomes by reviewing birth rates, death rates, adolescent health measures, cancer statistics and
respiratory conditions from the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment and hospital, outpatient
and discharge data from the Colorado Hospital Association. Overall, Garfield County was similar to the other
counties or had lower disease rates likely due to socioeconomic differences between the regions; the researchers
concluded that the nature of the study and the available data make it impossible to provide definitive causal
relationships between health and exposures.
Subra (2009), Subra (2010), and Steinzor et al. (2012) are part of the Earthworks Oil and Gas Accountability
Project to investigate the health symptoms of people living adjacent to oil and gas development in the United
States. Researchers distributed health surveys to 31 residents in DISH, Texas in 2009, 15 residents in Pavillion,
Wyoming in 2010 and 108 residents in various counties near the Marcellus Shale in Pennsylvania in 2012. The
health survey instrument asked questions relating to general health, frequency of illness, access to doctors and
health care, occupational exposure to chemicals, smoking history and odour events. Data from the surveys were
analyzed by calculating percentages of self-reported symptom categories and individual symptoms. Each survey
revealed a high prevalence of respiratory, behavioural, neurological, muscular, digestive, ear nose and mouth,

1

Small for gestational age defined as weight at birth less than the 10th percentile for gestational age and sex
APGAR is test performed to determine whether a newborn needs help breathing or is having heart trouble. APGAR rating is
based on a total score out of 10

2
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skin, and vision symptoms among the communities. Because these investigations did not seek to determine
associations between exposure and health outcomes through use of a control group or other mechanism, the
health problems reported by the community members cannot be directly attributed to adjacent gas development.
As part of the Marcellus Shale project, researchers analyzed differences in symptoms by distance from an oil/gas
facility, but found average number of symptoms did not differ by proximity to the facility.
Bradford, et al. (2010) conducted a study in response to citizen concerns and preliminary environmental sampling
results in DISH, Texas. The Texas Department of State Health Services (TxDSHS) collected blood and urine
samples from 28 people who lived in and near DISH. DISH is one of the largest onshore natural gas fields in
North America and contains many gas wells and compressor stations. Blood samples were analyzed for volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) to determine whether the people sampled had higher levels of these chemicals in
their blood than 95% of the general United States population. Urine was analyzed for biological breakdown
products of some VOCs. The urinary results were compared to results obtained from TxDSHS staff (all
participants live in or near Austin, Texas). Overall, VOCs in blood were consistent with exposure to household
products and drinking water. Benzene and styrene were above the reference level in four people, all of whom
were smokers as verified by the presence of 2,5-dimethylfuran in their blood and by their survey responses. Two
compounds (1,2-dichloroethane and 1,4-dichlorobenzene) detected in participants’ blood above the reference
values were not explained by household exposures. The information obtained from the investigation did not
indicate that community-wide exposures from gas wells or compressor stations were occurring in the sample
population. This conclusion is based on VOC concentrations found in the samples. Other sources of exposure
such as cigarette smoking, the presence of disinfectant by-products in drinking water, and consumer,
occupational or hobby-related products may explain many of the findings.
In another study (Mokry 2010), the TxDSHS responded to local citizens’ concern that benzene from gas drilling
could be causing cancer in Flower Mound, Texas. Standardized incidence ratios were calculated to evaluate if
there was a higher incidence of cancer in the potentially exposed population, with a focus on cancers associated
with benzene - leukemia and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. There was no evidence of excess cancer, except for
female breast cancer. The authors suggested that the observed increase in breast cancer may be explained by
the rapid increase in the Flower Mound population.
Stanbury (2010) investigated the acute adverse health effects that were caused by the Enbridge Energy onshore
oil spill near Marshall, Michigan in July 2010. In response to public health concerns, state and local public health
agencies in Michigan set up a multi-faceted public health surveillance system that included health care provider
reporting, community surveys, recording calls to the Poison Control Center, and analysis of data submitted to the
state’s syndromic surveillance system. Patient information collected included demographics, medical encounter
date, clinical effects, laboratory test results, diagnosis and treatment. Community health surveys were also
conducted by going door-to-door in affected communities, and for comparison purposes, a survey was conducted
in a community approximately 24 kilometers upstream from the spill. The multi-component survey found that
patients and community members primarily complained of nausea, headaches and respiratory symptoms. These
symptoms were said by the author to be consistent with health effects associated with acute exposure to crude
oil.
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Table 3. Summary of Grey Literature Search Results
Author

Bradford, et
al.

Coons T and
Walker R

Year

Organization

2010

Texas
Department of
States Health
Services

2006

Saccomanno
Research
Institute and
Mesa State
College

Country

Population

Health Concerns

28 people in DISH, Texas

Biomonitoring
for VOCs

The results did not indicate that community‐wide
exposures from gas wells were occurring in the exposed
population. Other sources of VOCs such as cigarette
smoking, the disinfectant by‐products in drinking water,
and consumer or occupational hobby‐related products
could explain many of the VOC concentrations in urine
and blood.

USA

Residents of Garfield
County versus other
Colorado counties

Birth rates, death
rates, adolescent
health measures,
cancer statistics,
respiratory
conditions

An area of natural gas extraction in Colorado (Garfield
County) was similar to or had lower disease rates
compared to reference county. Socioeconomic
differences may have explained the results.

Reproductive
effects

USA

Hill EL

2012

Cornell
University

USA

Mothers living within 2.5
km of completed gas
development sites
versus mothers living
within 2.5 of a future gas
development site

Medd LM

2007

Northern Health

Canada

Peer‐reviewed and non‐
peer‐reviewed literature

Various health
impacts

2010

Texas Cancer
Registry Branch,
Dept. of State
Health Services

USA

Residents of Flower
Mound, TX, 1998‐2007

Cancer cases

Mokry BJ
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Overall Findings

The results suggest that exposure to nonconventional
natural gas development before birth increases the
overall prevalence of low birth weight by 25%, increases
overall prevalence of small for gestational age by 17% and
reduces 5‐minute APGAR scores. Little impact on
premature birth was detected.
The authors conclude that the weight of the evidence
does show substantive impacts of sour gas operations on
human health.
In response to local citizens concerned that benzene from
gas drilling could be causing cancer, standardized
incidence ratios were calculated to evaluate if there was a
higher incidence of cancer in the potentially exposed
population. There was no evidence of an excess cancer
rate for leukemia and non‐Hodgkin's lymphoma.
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Author

Sim, M

Skrtic L

Stanbury, et
al.

Steinzor N, et
al.

Subra W

Year

Organization

2007

Monash
University,
Australian
Institute of
Petroleum
Health
Surveillance
Program

2006

University of
California at
Berkeley

2010

2012

2009

Michigan
Department of
Community
Health

Earthworks

Earthworks
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Country

Population

Australia

Employees in the
petroleum industry
versus general Australian
population

Cancer

Mortality rate and morbidity rate for all cancers and
specific cancers are reduced for male onshore production
workers compared to the general Australian population.
Authors attribute findings to the healthy worker effect.

USA

Published literature

Review of acute
and chronic
health effects
from H2S
exposure

The literature reveals physiological and neurological
effects associated with acute and chronic exposure to H2S
present near oil and gas facilities.

USA

Two study groups: 145
patients identified as
exposed to the onshore
oil spill; and 550
individuals living in the
community in Calhoun
County, Michigan

Various clinical
findings and self‐
reported
symptoms

Hospital surveillance found that patients complained
primarily of neurological, gastrointestinal, and respiratory
symptoms. The survey found similar symptoms in the
exposed community, reported more frequently than in a
comparison community upstream from the spill. These
symptoms were consistent with health effects associated
with acute exposure to crude oil.

USA

USA

108 residents near the
Marcellus Shale in
Pennsylvania

31 residents in DISH,
Texas

Health Concerns

Various
symptoms
related to
general health
and frequency of
illness
Various
symptoms
related to
general health
and frequency of
illness

Overall Findings

About half of participants who answered the question of
whether they had health problems before shale
development said that their conditions began after
development. No reference population.
15% of residents considered themselves sick, 39% of those
surveyed reported frequency of illnesses on an average of
3 days per week. A total of 165 medical symptoms and
diseases were reported by 31 individuals in the survey
form. No reference population.
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Author

Subra W

Witter, et al.

Year

Organization

2010

Earthworks

2008

University of
Colorado Denver
and Colorado
State University
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Country

USA

USA

Population

Health Concerns

Overall Findings

15 residents in Pavillion,
Wyoming

Various
symptoms
related to
general health
and frequency of
illness

81% of participants report respiratory health impacts. No
reference population.

Published literature

Various
exposure‐related
human health
effects

The literature search revealed no studies directly
examining the health impact of specific pollutants in
populations surrounding oil and gas exploration facilities.
The authors conclude that exposure to benzene, PAHs,
and fossil fuels can cause a range of diseases, illnesses,
and health problems.
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5.2

Literature Reviews

The Northern Health Medical Officer published the findings of a preliminary assessment of the community health
and safety impacts from oil and gas activities in NE BC in a report titled “Population Health and Oil and Gas
Activities” (NH 2007). This assessment consisted of a literature review of both peer-reviewed and non-peerreviewed epidemiological studies assessing health impacts from exposure to sour gas operations. Overall, the
report noted a general lack of data or information upon which to base health analyses. The main study on sour
gas emissions and population health was conducted by Spitzer et al. published in 1986, and therefore not
included in this literature review of studies from 1990 onward. Spitzer et al. found mortality rates, cancer rates,
birth defects, fetal losses, childhood development, trace metal levels, respiratory function and disease, and
clinical tests did not significantly differ between an Alberta community exposed to sour gas and a community with
no known exposures. In addition to Spitzer et al., the authors summarized a number of studies and concluded
that the weight of evidence did not show substantive impacts on human health.
Witter et al. (2008), a team from the University of Colorado School of Public Health, conducted a review of the
literature on potential exposure-related human health effects of oil and gas development. The authors focused on
adverse human health effects from various chemicals and events related to oil and gas drilling, and narrowed
their search to the years 2003 through 2008. The literature search revealed no published studies that directly
examined the health impact of diesel exhaust, criteria pollutants (e.g., nitrogen dioxides, sulphur dioxide,
particulate matter, or ozone), H2S, or fracking fluids in populations surrounding oil and gas exploration facilities.
Available studies showed that exposure to benzene, PAHs, and fossil fuels may cause a range of diseases,
illnesses, and health problems. While most of the studies reviewed by Witter et al. were also retrieved in the
literature search for this project and summarized in Section 4.1, the broader Witter et al. review also examined
exposure to light and noise pollution and health problems such as psychological and social disruption.
A University of California Berkeley Master’s thesis presents a literature review on human health impacts caused
by acute and chronic exposure to H2S, in the context of oil and natural gas development (Skrtic 2006). Although
this Literature Review does not include a detailed review of specific health hazards from H2S exposure, the
environmental sources of which are numerous; it is nevertheless pointed out here that Skrtic notes that a number
of peer-reviewed studies have documented loss of consciousness and death due to exposure to high levels of
H2S in the workplace, and it has been shown that a single loss of consciousness event can result in permanent
neurobehavioral damage. In addition to occupational health problems, incidences of accidental release of H2S
from natural gas production such as the Lodgepole blowout in Alberta in 1982 have resulted in nearby residents
reporting headaches, eye irritation, and respiratory and gastrointestinal symptoms. The literature discussing
human health impacts of chronic exposure to low concentrations of H2S has generally not been associated with oil
and gas extraction, rather it deals with other activities such as agriculture, or pulp and paper facilities. However,
Skrtic summarizes one 1999 study by Kilburn of people living in a community built on poorly plugged wells of an
abandoned oil and gas field in Long Beach, California. Community members who were exposed to H2S tested as
having abnormal balance with closed eyes, delayed verbal recall, and impaired colour discrimination and grip
strength, as compared to a control group.

5.3

Occupational

Health Watch, a prospective cohort study of past and current employees in the Australian petroleum industry, has
been conducted since 1981 and is currently carried out by the epidemiology program at Monash University. In
the Health Watch report (2007), the death and cancer rates of 17,998 members of the occupational cohort are
compared to those of the general Australian population. While the Health Watch cohort consists of all types of
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petroleum company employees, separate analyses are performed on those employees employed in upstream job
functions, categorized by researchers as onshore production. After adjusting for age and length of follow-up,
male onshore production workers had decreased all-cause mortality rate and decreased ischaemic heart disease
mortality compared to the general population. Cancer incidence, cancer mortality, melanoma incidence, kidney
cancer incidence, leukemia incidence, acute non-lymphocytic leukaemia incidence, and multiple myeloma
incidence rates among the onshore production workers are no different from that of the general population. The
authors attribute the lower mortality rates and cancer incidence rates among the cohort to the healthy worker
effect.
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6.0

DISCUSSION

This discussion section reviews the peer-reviewed and grey literature studies retrieved through the systematic
literature search. Figure 5 below summarizes the associations reported by study design. Symbols are used to
denote a positive, negative, mixed or null association for each health outcome reported in peer-reviewed studies.
An upward blue arrow represents a reported association between exposures from oil and gas development and
disease. It should be noted that the limited number of studies retrieved prevented further screening according to
study quality, therefore study quality is further discussed qualitatively in this section.

6.1

Community Health Studies

Nearly all of the community studies retrieved in this literature review can be described as having ecological study
designs. Figure 5 illustrates the over-representation of ecological studies found in the systematic literaturereview. Ecological studies reflect aggregated characteristics of populations, often on a geographic basis, rather
than individual characteristics. The lack of individual-level information results in a well-known limitation of
ecological studies known as the “ecological fallacy”. The ecological fallacy cautions that associations observed
on an aggregate level do not necessarily represent associations that exist on the individual level (Robinson 1950).
For instance, a correlational study showing that an increased proportion of Hispanic residents in a geographic
area is associated with a greater incidence of osteoporosis might imply that Hispanics are at greater risk of
osteoporosis. However, the association is more likely to reflect that some regions have older populations.
Some of the community studies cannot be categorized as traditional ecologic studies because they have both
ecologic and individual-level components. For example, researchers may have used group level data on
exposure status (e.g., residence in a community with oil and gas development) and individual-level data on the
health effects (e.g., questionnaires on symptoms). These studies can be considered partially ecologic because
while authors did collect individual health data, they did not directly measure the concentrations of pollutants from
oil and gas development on the individual level. Overall, ecological studies and exposures must be interpreted
cautiously and without concluding that causative relationships necessarily exist on the individual level. Despite
the limitations, ecological studies are useful to epidemiologists for generating hypotheses because they can be
completed with fewer resources than other epidemiologic studies, often using preexisting data. If strong
associations are observed from ecologic studies, cohort studies may be used to more closely examine those
associations.
In addition to study design, other limitations were sometimes present in the community studies identified by the
literature review. Incomplete data could have resulted in either an under- or overestimate of effect, particularly for
studies which relied on cancer registries to calculate estimates on cancer incidence. Sensitivity of cancer
registries to capture all incident cases influences the confidence in the conclusions. For example, the cancer
registry in the Amazon region of Ecuador is likely incomplete due to socioeconomic difficulties in accessing health
care, whereas the Croatian Cancer Registry is compiled from electronic data routinely collected from hospitals
and inpatient reports, reports of cancer mortalities, and histology and cytology reports. The cancer incidence
studies also were limited by the use of census data to determine exposure rather than individual history of
residence. Because cancer generally takes decades to appear following the time of exposure and people may
have been moving into and out of the “exposure area”, detailed residential history would be necessary to
accurately determine the population present during the exposure.
Limitations of generalizability also apply to many of the community research studies from the literature review.
The studies reviewed here cut across populations that vary widely in socio-economic status and are located in
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countries with very different community practices. For instance, in the rural areas of Ecuador where oil and gas
development is present, villagers depend almost entirely on the environment for sustenance, using surface water
sources for daily activities such as bathing and for drinking water. Therefore, community behaviors and
socioeconomic status mean that populations may have higher exposure to chemicals involved in oil and gas
exploration than in developed areas of NE BC, though community studies identified in the review may be relevant
to First Nations’ communities in NE BC practicing subsistence lifestyle.
The overall lack of research regarding the human health effects of oil and gas exploration and the overrepresentation of ecological study designs presents a challenge in drawing conclusions from the literature scan of
community health studies. Efforts at characterizing the association between proximity to oil and gas development
and cancer incidence rates lead to conflicting results. While Chongli and Xiaobo (1991), San Sebastián (2001),
and Gazdek and Mustajbegovic (2007) concluded that oil and gas development was associated with higher rates
of cancer, the authors’ use of aggregate population data does not provide strong evidence that individuals
exposed to contaminants from oil and gas exploration are at higher risk of developing cancer. Further, Hurtig and
San Sebastián (2004) and Kelsh et al. (2009) both investigated cancer risk in the regions of the Amazon with oil
exploration and extraction and came to opposite conclusions. Several methodological differences between these
two studies could explain this discrepancy. Exposure misclassification may have occurred in either study, and
different sources for census data were used. Case ascertainment was also quite different – Hurtig and San
Sebastián sourced cases from the National Tumor Registry, while Kelsh used death certificates from the National
Institute of Statistics and Census.
The relationship between oil and gas development and hematological markers and cardiovascular effects was
also not well established. The series of studies coming out of MIS in Iran investigated changes at the biological
level but the clinical relevance of findings are not apparent (Saadat and Bahaoddini 2004b, Saadat 2004d,
Bahaoddini 2006). Saadat et al. (2004c) also concluded that blood pressure was significantly different among
individuals living in MIS, however, investigators did not use a reference population to draw their conclusions and
did not produce any indication of effect size.
Studies provided suggestive, but not definitive, evidence that exposure to H2S from oil and gas development may
be a risk factor for neurological symptoms. Saadat et al. (2004a) attributed seasonal pollution of H2S pollution in
MIS, Iran to self-burning suicidal behavior. While unable to attribute exposure solely to sour gas and oil fields,
Kilburn et al. (2010) showed that symptoms of neurobehavioral impairment were more frequently observed in
communities exposed to sour oil and gas, compared to a reference population.
Limited conclusions can be drawn from the evaluations of exposure to oil and gas development and autoimmunity
in humans. Schoenroth and Fritzler (2004) found no increase in autoimmune disease in an oil sands community
while Dahlgren et al. (2007) concluded that residents of a community subdivision built on previous oil field waste
had prevalence of lupus nearly 20 times the prevalence in an unexposed community. However, the comparison
between the exposed and unexposed community was performed without adjusting for racial differences in the
communities, despite the fact that the exposed population was more diverse that the unexposed population and
race has a strong association with lupus.
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Figure 5. Reported Health Outcomes by Study Design. Ecological study designs overwhelm literature review findings.
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Environmental conditions and reproductive health was the focus of some researchers. The results described in
San Sebastián et al. (2002) suggest that women living in communities surrounded by oil fields are at higher risk
for spontaneous abortion and stillbirth. Overall, the study was of sufficient quality and attempted to minimize bias
and adjust for confounding variables; however, with the same exposure status assigned to every individual in the
exposure area, a definitive association between exposure and reproductive outcomes cannot be discerned. The
pair of studies from MIS, Iran reporting associations between families living in oil contaminated areas with sex
ratio and genetic outcomes were of lesser quality especially because the authors did not use a reference group in
either study.
None of these investigations sought to characterize individual exposure as it occurs in the home, on the way to
and from work or school, or during daily activities.

6.2

Occupational Health Studies

Two cross-sectional studies evaluated the potential health effects of workers involved in natural gas production –
one study focused on H2S exposure and one study investigated mercury exposure. Although only one study in
the literature search evaluated the effects on lung function changes and symptoms following inhalation exposure
to H2S, the health effects of H2S across a wide range of industries are well documented (ATSDR 2006). As
observed in Hessel et al. (1997), individuals exposed to acute levels that result in knockdown events are known to
experience numerous respiratory effects, including shortness of breath, wheezing and chest tightness. While
these respiratory symptoms associated with airway hyperreactivity were observed to be significantly higher in the
knockdown group than the unexposed group, there were no significant changes in lung function test results. A
significant limitation of this study is the lack of exposure information on the levels of H2S gas exposure.
Participants were categorized as unexposed or exposed after being questioned about ever being exposed to sour
gas or experiencing a knockdown event. The study did not account for the potential impact of multiple acute
exposures or more than one knockdown event. Hessel at al. recommended that future studies on oil and gas
workers should focus on evaluating airway hyperresponsiveness, and that pre- versus post-shift lung function
testing could be effective in more closely monitoring the impact of H2S exposure on respiratory health.
The second cross-sectional occupational study of natural gas workers focused on early signs of impaired renal
and neurological function. Some natural gas fields contain mercury and production workers have the potential to
be exposed to elemental mercury produced with the gas (Boogaard 1996). There were no significant differences
among the study groups with respect to neurological tests and biological monitoring data. Immediately following
exposure to mercury vapor below the biological exposure index (35 ug/g creatine), there was a significant
difference in levels of a diagnostic enzyme (NAG) that may indicate renal tubular impairment. The NAG levels
were correlated with urinary mercury concentrations, but not with duration of exposure. The study reported that
NAG is not a reliable sign of developing renal dysfunction, however this conclusion is inconsistent with other
research that indicates NAG is a very sensitive marker of renal impairment and often correlated with disease
activity and therefore used for occupational monitoring (Skalova 2005 and Mandic 2002).
The remaining six occupational studies focused on evaluation of cancer morbidity and mortality among
conventional oil and gas workers, who are primarily involved with the production of crude oil. The majority of
these studies segmented the study population by industry sector. The studies generally defined the upstream
sector as exploration, development and production of petroleum resources. Therefore, upstream employees were
only a portion of the total study population, and the small sample size limited the statistical power in some cases
to calculate standardized mortality ratios (SMRs). The only case-control study found in this literature search
indicated a positive association between acute myelogenous leukaemia (AML) and more than 30 years of
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employment in oil and gas production-related work, with increased odd ratios observed with increased
employment duration (Sathiakumar 1995). A significant increase in mortality from AML was also observed among
crude oil production workers (Divine and Hartman 2000). Three other cohort studies (Schnatter 1992, Lewis
2000, and Gun 2004) found that rates of all leukaemias and/or AML were less than or consistent with expected
rates. Overall, results suggested that upstream petroleum workers have lower rates of disease than the general
population, which is a common finding known as the “healthy worker effect”. The low standardized mortality ratios
(SMRs) reported in the cohort studies are also commonly attributed to the healthy worker effect. The healthy
worker effect is largely due to the fact that healthy individuals are selected for employment.
While an increase in bladder cancer was found in other petroleum sectors, it was not observed in excess among
upstream workers (Gun 2004).
Two studies, which did not find significant differences in mortality, did find an excess of malignant melanoma
among upstream workers. The authors state that this is possibly due to the large amount of time upstream
workers spend outdoors exposed to ultraviolet light.

6.3

Grey Literature

The grey literature search, as did the peer-reviewed literature search, revealed a dearth of reports investigating
the health effects from oil and gas development. A few ecological studies used similar designs and methods to
those found in the peer-reviewed literature. Hill (2012) used aggregate data on proximity to completed gas
development sites and aggregate data on birth outcomes to conclude that exposure to unconventional natural gas
development before birth increases the prevalence of low birth weight and small for gestational age. Coons and
Walker (2006) use aggregate census data and aggregate health statistics to compare disease rates in a Colorado
county with natural gas extraction to disease rates in Colorado counties without natural gas extraction.
Five reports focused on areas in the United States where unconventional natural gas development has resulted in
concerned residents reporting health symptoms. In the United States, where media reports have highlighted
accounts of health concerns in communities where the hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) method of gas extraction is
present, a number of academic and non-profit organizations have sought to determine if chemicals in drinking
water wells and air are causing health impacts. In DISH, Texas, the State Department of Health Services
measured VOC concentrations in the urine and blood of 28 residents, but did not find any evidence of residents
being exposed to gas wells. Several reports by the non-profit organization Earthworks have summarized the
results of health surveys in communities with oil and gas production. While Earthworks health surveys in Texas,
Wyoming, and Pennsylvania all conclude that residents report a high prevalence of health symptoms; the
researchers collected no information on individual exposure to contaminants from oil and gas development and
provided no reference population with which to compare prevalence of symptoms. The fifth report was an
epidemiology study of the cancer incidence rates in Texas near gas drilling (Mokry 2010). While this study
reported no excess cancer in the potentially exposed population, this is based on small counts of observed and
excepted cancer cases and wide confidence intervals. The small sample size limits the interpretation of this
study.
One occupational report was revealed in the grey literature. This report was an update on the Australian
occupational cohort study Health Watch, which was previously described in the systematic literature review
results. As in the Gun et al. (2004) publication, the 2007 updated report did not find increased cancer incidence
among workers employed in the onshore production sector of the petroleum industry.
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The remaining documents identified in the grey literature search were other reviews of the state of the literature
regarding the health impacts of gas development activities. Two studies focused specifically on exposure to sour
gas operations. In response to stakeholder concerns, a report by the Northern Health Medical Officer in British
Columbia described a review of epidemiological studies that assessed health impacts from exposure to sour gas
operations, which did not find substantive impacts on human health (Medd LM 2005). Skrtic (2006) conducted a
similar review, but included studies of H2S exposure from sources beyond development activities and related
those results to H2S resulting from oil and gas facilities. The author found physiological and neurological effects to
be associated with acute and chronic exposure. Witter et al. (2008) also produced a literature search and by
looking at the evidence regarding exposure to specific chemicals released during oil and gas development
activities, concluded that benzene, PAHs, and fossil fuels may result in health problems in populations exposed to
those chemicals during development.

6.4

Relevant Studies to NE BC

Canadian health studies identified in the literature review are most relevant to oil and gas activities and population
health in NE BC. Unfortunately, these studies are limited in both number and the health outcomes of focus.
Schoenroth and Fritzler (2004) provided an analysis of autoantibodies with individual measurements of exposure
and health data in an Albertan community with exposure to oil sands development. The oil sands industry is
associated with release of air contaminants such as sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, volatile organic
compounds, and particulates such as heavy metals. As described previously, the researchers found no evidence
of increased autoimmune disease or response in the oil sands community compared to an unexposed community.
Because autoimmune disease can have a long latency period (i.e., can take 10-20 years to develop) and the
researchers did not provide any analysis of length-of-residence in the community, a longer-term study would
provide better evidence regarding the study question. Colqulhoun et al. (2010) conducted a study in a First
Nations community in Alberta, Canada, located close to sour gas installations to address community concern
about a perceived colorectal cancer cluster. In addition to colorectal cancer, the authors looked at a long list of
cancers. Colorectal and overall cancer incidence rates were not higher than expected; however, cervical cancer
incidence was higher than expected within the First Nations community. The authors to not make any
conclusions regarding the reasoning for increased cervical cancer rates – whether it’s spurious, biologically
plausible or associated with socioeconomic factors. It is well known that lifestyle factors such as age at first
sexual intercourse, number of pregnancies, and screening all play an important role in the risk of cervical cancer;
and exposure to other carcinogens may also be a risk factor. Due to the ecological study design of this study, a
causal relationship between oil and gas activity and disease cannot be determined for any of the cancer types
studied.
Three of the occupational health studies retrieved in the literature review were Canadian studies: Hessel et al.,
1997 looked at workers in Alberta, Schnatter et al. (1992) looked at the general Canadian worker population, and
Lewis et al., 2000 provided an update to the Schnatter et al. study. Hessel et al (1997) found that employees who
experienced loss of consciousness from H2S exposure were at greater risk for respiratory symptoms including
shortness of breath, wheeze with chest tightness and attacks of wheeze. While it is extremely unlikely that
communities in NE BC would be exposed to H2S at high enough levels to cause loss of consciousness, these
study findings are relevant to employees working in upstream oil and gas activities in NE BC. Schnatter et al.
(1992) and Lewis et al. (2000) compared differences in mortality between operating segments in the petroleum
industry including: refinery, marketing or distribution, marine, upstream (exploration, drilling, production, or
pipeline), and office workers. Malignant melanoma was increased among upstream workers in the initial study,
but returned to levels consistent with the general population in the updated period. Overall, mortality from all
causes and all cancers were significantly reduced among upstream workers compared to the general population.
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The low mortality ratios reported this study would not be generalizable to communities exposed to upstream oil
and gas activities given they likely result from the healthy worker effect. Since healthy individuals are selected for
employment, they commonly have lower disease incidence than the general population.

6.5

Limitations of Literature Review

This review has provided the base of the evidence regarding human health effects of oil and gas development.
Strengths and limitations of the review process are discussed briefly.
The key strength of the systematic review process was the application of a clearly defined search strategy with
key words and search strings related to the central study question. In implementation, the systematic search
strategy reduced any unintended bias by consistently searching literature against the same criteria. Further, by
casting a wide net in the initial search, we have confidence that our search terms were as inclusive as possible.
It is important to recognize that there are also limitations to the systematic review process. A limitation to finding
all relevant research is that the systematic review process only captured published studies. An extensive list of
search terms, keywords and synonyms was developed in order to capture as many studies as possible, however
only 27 peer-reviewed studies and 12 grey literature studies were retrieved. This small number of relevant
studies remains a significant limitation of this literature review, and demonstrates the need for additional health
studies to be conducted.
This review, like all literature reviews, was subject to publication bias. Publication bias results from the fact that
studies with significant or positive results are more likely to be published in peer-reviewed literature than studies
with non-significant or negative results (Cochrane 2009). As seen in Figure 5 (in Section 6), most authors did
report finding positive associations between oil and gas development and health outcomes as indicated by the
presence of upward facing arrows. Therefore, summary of results should be interpreted cautiously keeping in
mind the potential of publication bias.
The review was limited in an extent to the restricted publication timeframe, which only captured studies published
in 1990 and later. As highlighted by the Advisory Panel, the study search methodology excluded one of the
largest community epidemiologic studies involving H2S exposure. The study followed serious concern expressed
by community members in a rural area near Pincher Creek in southwestern Alberta that community health issues
were associated with nearby sour gas developments. Health concerns reported by the community included
excess mortality, increases in cancer rates, unfavorable reproductive outcomes and birth defects, negative impact
on respiratory function, and neurological concerns. The study was funded by the Alberta government and led by
Dr. Spitzer of McGill University. The exposure of interest was living downwind of a sour gas processing plant,
associated with nearby sour gas well fields. The study involved comparison of an exposed group of 2350 rural
southwestern Alberta residents and 900 residents from an unexposed area who had demographic characteristics
similar to those in the exposed group. The study also involved an additional reference group of 4000 exposed
individuals from another part of rural Alberta and two historical cohort populations: a 1970 cohort to evaluate longterm outcomes of cancer and all-cause mortality and a reproductive cohort to evaluate reproductive outcomes.
Health information was gathered through cross-sectional surveys, clinical examinations and laboratory tests. A
series of articles published by Spitzer et al. and other researchers in the 1980s provide the study results. A
comparison of incidence rates for various conditions between the exposed population and unexposed population
found no significant differences for mortality rates, cancer incidence, birth defects, fetal losses, childhood
development, or trace metal levels (Spitzer et al., 1989). Dales et al. (1989) found no significant differences for
respiratory function and respiratory disease, but did find an increased prevalence of respiratory symptoms among
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children aged 5 to 13 and in non-smokers over the age of 14 among the exposed population. The authors suggest
these findings may have been due to increased self-reporting of symptoms in the exposed population.
Another limitation of the literature review was that the study question narrowed the ability of the literature search
to capture certain types of studies, which may have added valuable information. While the study question was
crucial to completing the overall objectives of this report, by focusing only on studies that collected human health
data, the study question also limited the ability of the literature search to capture risk assessment and exposure
studies with information that may be relevant to the HHRA for NE BC. For example, McKenzie et al. (2012)
completed a human health risk assessment that compared chemical exposures that could be received by people
living less than half a mile from gas wells to people living greater than half a mile from gas wells. Predicted
exposures were compared with health-based exposure limits, and potential human health risks were
characterized. This information could be useful to future work to be completed for the Phase 2 HHRA. Similarly,
other exposure assessments and human health risk assessments identified during the literature search will be
reviewed as part of the screening-level risk assessment.
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7.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HHRA

The literature review has summarized data from a variety of occupational populations and communities. A total of
27 peer-reviewed articles and 12 grey literature articles were relevant to investigating potential human health
effects associated with living or working near oil and gas development activities. Most studies retrieved in the
initial search were excluded because either health effects were not reported, or the study was not relevant to
upstream petroleum industry activities in British Columbia. Overall, the search strategy was consistent with
Cochrane Handbook guidelines.
Consistent with the Phase 2 Direction Document, this literature review focused on health outcomes potentially
related to chemical exposures from upstream oil and gas activities. Figure 5 summarizes the primary health
outcomes and associated results from the peer-reviewed literature. Studies addressing quality of life, stress, sleep
deprivation, noise, odour and mental health issues were not included in this literature review unless the author
provided toxicological evidence to link chemical exposure with biological function.
The findings of this report help identify the potential health outcomes to consider in the SLRA and HHRA. Two
primary health issues were identified in the Phase 2 Direction Document – respiratory diseases and cancer. The
majority of studies reported cancer morbidity and mortality rates for populations living or working near oil and gas
development activities. The types of cancer most frequently reported include bladder, kidney, AML and other
leukaemias, and melanoma. Community and occupational studies reported conflicting results regarding cancer
incidence rates, with ecological studies more often indicating a potential association between oil and gas
development and increased cancer rates and other more robust study designs often showing no association.
Figure 5 summarizes this trend observed between study type and outcome, and visually demonstrates the need
for more case-control and/or cohort cancer studies.
There is a surprising lack of research regarding the respiratory health effects in communities near oil and gas
exploration activities. However, a higher frequency of occupational studies evaluated potential respiratory
impacts of crude oil and H2S exposure; and one grey literature report investigated respiratory symptoms
experienced by a community following an oil spill event. While there is an abundance of literature on acute and
chronic exposure to H2S, SO2 and petroleum hydrocarbons related to other oil and gas activities (i.e., refineries),
the health literature on exploration and development (upstream) activities is sparse and should be an area of
focus for future research.
Other health outcomes evaluated in studies retrieved through the scan of literature include autoimmune diseases,
reproductive effects, cardiovascular effects, neurological effects, and acute health effects, however the majority of
these were ecological studies. The potential associations found between upstream oil and gas activities and
reproductive and neurological effects should be more closely examined by cohort studies. Studies investigating
health outcomes of autoimmune diseases and cardiovascular effects either were of poor quality or found no
apparent associations with oil and gas activity. Based on the potential associations observed, health outcomes of
concern in developing the Phase 2 SLRA and HHRA should be prioritized as follows:
1. Respiratory diseases and cancers
2. Reproductive, neurological, and acute effects
3. Autoimmune disease and cardiovascular effects
Unfortunately, most of the studies retrieved in the scan lack exposure information with respect to specific
chemicals or exposure pathways. While the proximity to oil and gas development activities served as an indicator
of potential exposure, specific exposure pathways of concern (i.e. air, water, food, soil) were often not specified.
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Therefore, the findings of this literature review provide little direction on the most relevant chemicals or exposure
pathways to focus on for the SLRA and HHRA. This underscores the need to review exposure studies and to
develop exposure estimates, whether in the form of air modeling, emissions data or personal monitoring data, to
further investigate the health concerns identified in the literature review. Publicly available human health risk
assessments for oil and gas development sites, which were identified as part of the initial literature search, will be
used to guide the SLRA and HHRA.
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8.0

NEXT STEPS

The knowledge gained from the literature review will be used to inform future tasks to be completed by the
Intrinsik study team as part of the Phase 2 HHRA. A general summary of these tasks is provided below.

8.1

Screening Level Risk Assessment

The next task of the Phase 2 HHRA is the completion of a screening level risk assessment (SLRA). As part of this
task, the study team will be developing screening level risk matrices for a list of identified exposure scenarios that
may be related to oil and gas activity. Qualitative definitions of likelihood and magnitude of risk outcome will be
established, with scenarios assigned scores, whereby each of the oil and gas activities and their related
emissions to the environment will be assessed in relation to the potential for human exposure. The screening
level risk matrices will ultimately provide a potential magnitude of potential health risk to receptor categories on
the basis of activity. Consideration will also be given to the overall significance of particular exposure scenario to
human health, and the availability of environmental data pertinent to the evaluation of that scenario.
The findings of this literature review revealed specific health endpoints that have been studied, primarily in
developing countries, among populations living near oil and gas activities (respiratory diseases and cancers,
reproductive and neurological effects, autoimmune disease, cardiovascular effects). However, a specific
association between a type of oil and gas activity and a particular endpoint was not evident. A specific list of
chemicals of concern was also not identifiable from the findings of the literature review. As a result, the findings of
the literature review do not provide clear scenarios or chemicals of concern for consideration in the SLRA. In the
absence of such information from the literature, Intrinsik will continue to develop the list of scenarios for inclusion
in the SLRA based on historical, current and reasonably predicted future activities in the region; both routine and
upset conditions will be considered. The team intends to use available exposure assessment studies and human
health risk assessment studies to provide direction for the SLRA.

8.2

Quantitative Risk Assessment

The scope of the detailed or quantitative human health risk assessment (HHRA) will be determined following the
completion of the SLRA. The HHRA will follow the standard risk assessment paradigm, which includes a problem
formulation, exposure assessment, hazard assessment and risk characterization.
The types of sources and scenarios that will ultimately get selected will depend on the outcome of the SLRA.
Examples of scenarios that could be included are a well blow out, pipeline rupture, hydraulic fracturing, routine
flaring and continuous emissions from regular operations, among others. The exposure scenarios may involve air
releases of contaminants in the environment, ground-level air concentrations being predicted, potential deposition
in soil, and uptake into edible vegetation and wild game/livestock, where appropriate. Human receptor scenarios
involving urban, rural and First Nations land use activity patterns may be assessed. Quantification of potential
health risk using readily-available chemical-specific toxicology data from recognized regulatory agencies will be
completed. It is also possible that if there is enough existing regional air shed data that a quantitative baseline
inhalation assessment may be undertaken.

8.3

Review of British Columbia Statutory and Policy Frameworks

The Phase 2 HHRA also includes a review of existing BC statutory, regulatory and policy frameworks that ensure
the protection of the health of the population living in proximity to oil and gas activities in NE BC. This review will
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take place following the completion of the SLRA and HHRA. Information will be collected and reviewed in relation
to applicable statutes, legislation and policy frameworks relevant to the oil and gas activities in NE BC. For
example, the study team will:


Identify where current statutes, regulations, and policies are sufficient or exceed the necessary level for
managing human health risk;



Identify gaps where statures, regulations and policies do not currently exist for managing human health
risk; and,



Identify where current statutes, regulations and policies may benefit from a change to enable improved
management of human health risks with respect to oil and gas activities.

This task requires environmental professionals that are experts in their fields and have previously contributed to
developing science policy for provincial and federal government departments. All interpretation or identification of
potential science-policy improvements will be made by the study team’s scientific leads. These recommendations
will be in the form of science policy, and will not take the form of a line-by-line edit or rewrite of current legislation
or policy.

8.4

Project Recommendations

The final task to be completed by the study team as part of the Phase 2 HHRA is the development
recommendations. These recommendations will be based on the work completed by the study team within the
context of this project.
Based on the outcomes of the earlier tasks, recommendations may be made regarding changes in air quality,
water resource and even human health monitoring that could be provided to ensure the ongoing protection of the
health of residents in Local Health Areas 59, 60 and 81. This task may provide additional recommendations or
protocols to be employed to assess the potential for future human health impacts in NE BC as a result of
historical, continued or future oil and gas activities.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I:
Response to Comments

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
Page Ref.

Comment

pg. 4

27, 28, or 29?

We added a sentence to note that “representatives from
the Northern Health Authority, Ministry of Environment,
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas, and the Oil
and Gas Commission are participating in the HHRA
process.”
Yes. This is a list of potential exposure pathways.
Unlikely exposure pathways will be ruled out in the
screening human health risk assessment.
Yes. Coalbed gas is recognized as an emerging industry
in northeaster BC, and was identified as one of the
exploration activities to be evaluated in the Phase 2
Direction Document.
A total of 27 studies were found, as shown in Table 2.
The text has been corrected to reflect this.

27, 28, or 29?

A total of 27 studies were found, as shown in Table 2.
Figure 3 has been corrected to reflect this.

What about the other Ministries who are participating?
pg. 6, first
bullet
pg. 6,
Section 2.2,
second bullet
pg. 7
pg. 8

Should this be included?

Should Coalbed Gas be included?

pg. 8
27/28/29 peer-review and 11 grey literature: Are there risks and
potential for bias with such a small sample?
pg. 9
How many of the studies reviewed fall into which categories?
pg. 9

Response

This is a key point.

We agree that the small sample size is a significant
limitation of the literature review. Even though the
search terms were designed to cast a wide net, very few
of the available health studies are relevant to NE BC oil
and gas activities. A sentence was added to the
limitations section to clarify this.
The purpose of Table 1 is to provide the reader with
background information on study types before discussing
the results. The number of studies in each category was
added to this table for additional information.
Agreed.
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Comment

Response

pg. 9

This statement appears to understate the differences between some
of the countries and British Columbia and it may not go far enough.
Not only may there be socioeconomic differences, but regulatory and
legal differences that would prevent some of the referenced incidents
from ever occurring in BC.
There are 27 studies reported in Table 2. Were 27, 28, or 29 studies
reviewed?

Sections 4 and 5 focused on reporting the results in this
section. Additional discussion on the limited
generalizability is provided in the Discussion (refer to end
of Section 6.1)

Table 2
Table 2

Where in Canada?

Table 2,
Colqulhoun
et al.

What does this finding mean? Is it relevant to oil and gas activity or
is it a result of socioeconomic issues and access to proper
healthcare. If not related to oil and gas activity, why include this
finding?

Table 2,
Ordinioha
and Sawyer
Table 2,
Saadat 2011

This seems to be a significant issue with this study, due to the bias it
introduces.
What does this mean? Is it natural, or is it related to gas extraction
activity?

Table 2 is correct – 27 studies. The text and figure were
corrected to match this.
Alberta. This is described in the text, where the study
results are presented in more detail.
This study was conducted to address community
concern about a perceived colorectal cancer cluster. In
addition to colorectal cancer, the authors looked at a
long list of cancers without reasoning for biological
plausibility. The authors do not make any conclusions
regarding the reasoning for increased cervical cancer
rates – whether it’s spurious, biologically plausible or
associated with socioeconomic factors. It is well known
that lifestyle factors such as age at first sexual
intercourse, number of pregnancies, and screening all
play an important role in the risk of cervical cancer; and
exposure to other carcinogens may also be a risk factor.
Note that due to the ecological study design of this study,
a causal relationship between oil and gas activity and
disease cannot be determined for any of the cancer
types studied.
Agreed.
The paper refers to this as a “natural gas leakage”. We
looked into this further and think the strange wording is a
translation issue. This is an area with naturally occurring
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Table 2,
Saadat
2004a

pg. 15,
Section 4.1.1

pg. 15,
Section 4.1.1
pg. 15,
Section 4.1.1

pg. 15

pg. 15,

Comment

Response

sour gas but we believe the subsurface leakage is due to
extraction activities.
It was agreed that disease outcomes associated with
socioeconomic factors would not be included in the
Phase 2 HHRA, and that we would focus on chemical
How does this fit in with the health literature? Earlier it is stated that
exposure risks. The authors present a hypothesis that
stress and mental health issues are not in scope for this review.
there is a neurological chemical pathway that may be
associated with the suicide attempts, therefore it was
included.
General comment about this section:
Agreed. A number of the studies are of poor quality.
Is there any critical analysis, vetting, or commenting on these studies This section is devoted to presenting results, as
by the researchers? There appear to be significant issues with some presented by the authors themselves. The discussion
of the studies. Some of the studies may or may not be relevant to the section presents a more critical analysis of the quality of
BC case. A critical discussion of the literature surveyed may be
these studies in a qualitative manner.
necessary to avoid misleading the reader.
The possibility of exposure from unlined pits is more
relevant to historic oil and gas activities. We did not
Is development on this type of site possible in BC? If not, then in
have any exclusion criteria to address historic verse
what way is this study relevant to oil and gas activity in BC?
future exposure. This will be addressed in the SLRA.
Yes, differences other than the exposure between the
Comparing a community built on an oil waste pit to one other
two communities compared can introduce confounding.
community will almost certainly introduce heteroskedasticity into the
The discussion section accounts for the fact that the
model. Does this introduce bias? Has the author tried to account or
Dahlgren study did not adjust for racial differences
correct this?
between the communities and the race of the exposed
There also would appear to be a significant endogeneity problem
based on the characteristics of the two communities considered. Has population is strongly associated with lupus.
this been accounted for?
These potential issues with the quality of the study are
Why include a study that has such a bias? If the study is ‘selfdiscussed in Section 6.0.
reported health’ of people involved in litigation, the incentives of the
participants are questionable with such a conflict of interest. There
are significant concerns that the results of this study are not reliable.
The SLRA will address exposure level relevancy.
Can anything be said to relate this study to the BC case in terms of
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Section 4.1.2

exposure levels, regulatory regimes, and standards of practice?

pg. 15,
Section 4.1.2
pg. 15,
Section 4.1.2
pg. 15,
Section 4.1.2
pg. 15,
Section 4.1.2

The lack of controls in the study is concerning. This will almost
certainly lead to a biased result.

Research of other regulatory regimes and standards of
practice will be addressed in a future task during the
Phase 2 HHRA process.
Agreed.

Note: This result is statistically insignificant.
Very important point that can put into context the exposure levels in
this study
How far away from the oil fields is considered “in proximity?

pg. 15,
Section 4.1.2

Why? If the two studies (Hurtig and San Sebastian 2004, and Kelsh
2009) are attempting to answer the same question, yet arrive at
different answers, what does this say? Are there issues with one of
the studies? Do the methodologies account for the different results?
Is it possible that the incidence of cancer may be correlated with
other factors that are not correlated with oil extraction activities?
More discussion and analysis is required.

Agreed.
Yes, importance of exposure levels will be addressed in
the SLRA.
Oil fields considered “in proximity” vary depending on the
study or author and what is considered the potential
exposure area. There was no specific distance used as
criteria for this.
Given the ecological study design, neither of these
studies should be relied on for conclusions regarding
health effects due to community exposure to oil
exploration. We would recommend a case-control or
cohort study to better address the study question.
Several methodological differences between these two
studies could explain the discrepancies.
Exposure
misclassification may have occurred in either study since
environmental or biological exposure data were not used
to classify study groups. Different sources for census
data
also
caused
different
estimates.
Case
ascertainment was also quite different. Hurtig and San
Sebastian sourced cases from the National Tumor
Registry, while Kelsh used death certificates from the
National Institute of Statistics and Census.
This
information was added to the discussion of these
studies.
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pg. 16,
Section 4.1.2

See note in Table 2. What is the meaning of this result? If it is not
related to oil and gas activity, but rather other unrelated factors, why
include it in this review?

Addressed in previous comment.

pg. 16,
Section 4.1.2
pg. 16,
Section 4.1.3

Check table. This study is depicted differently.
How does the regulatory regime work in this case? Could this sort of
leakage occur in BC?

What is meant by this?

pg. 16,
Section 4.1.3
pg. 17,
Section 4.1.3
pg. 17,
Section 4.1.4

pg.17,
Section 4.1.4
pg. 17,
Section 4.1.4

Again, there are significant concerns about the relevance,
methodology, and financial incentives in this study. It is not clear that
it adds value to the literature review, and may propagate
misinformation.
Again, why include such a clearly biased study?

What does this mean? What is the relevance to the health study? Is
this not an issue of mental illness?

What is the exposure level in this study? What does ‘less exposed’
mean?
Why include?

Updated Table 2 to clarify authors’ findings, and make
study summaries consistent.
Scan of regulatory frameworks and relevancy will be
addressed in a later task of Phase 2.
This means hematological parameters were significantly
different between exposed and control groups, however
the clinical significance of these changes is not
discussed by the authors. While there are observed
changes on the cellular level, the study does not make
any conclusions with regards to clinical relevance.
Agreed, we discuss this in Section 6. The study bias of
each article is analyzed and discussed qualitatively, and
study quality was not used to screen studies in the
literature search process.
The study met the search criteria. Study bias and
implications are discussed in Section 6.
This means that H2S concentration levels were found to
be correlated with the number of suicide attempts. The
authors conclude the H2S chemical exposure may cause
a neurological effect that increases the chance of
suicide. Authors present an argument for biological
plausibility, so study was retained in the search.
This level of detail is outside the scope of the report.
Exposure concentrations will be addressed in the
screening level risk assessment and HHRA.
This study met the study criteria.
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pg. 18

This study is very questionable.

Agreed, issues with this study are discussed.

pg. 18

?

In reference to recall bias, defined in glossary.

pg. 18

Is this an area that may have a cultural or historical bias that has
changed over time similar to some areas in India or China?

Not aware of any.

pg. 18

Again, a clear bias in the studies. Given that so many of the studies
has such a bias due to litigation or potential financial gain, it should
be clearly noted when results are discussed (for example Figure 5).

pg. 20

pg. 20
pg. 20
pg. 20

pg. 21
pg.22

What are the controls in this study? Are the findings a result of
socioeconomic conditions, education, lifestyle, income, or exposure
to crude oil activity?
This means that oil production workers live longer? This warrants
discussion.
See above
Why does this study find different results in Australia than in
Canada? Could it due to an issue in the study, or differences in
regulations, or differences in the countries?
What does this mean? Are the results meaningful and significant or
not?
Grey literature needs to be clearly defined.

Discussed in a previous response to comment, we agree
there is significant bias associated with this study. We
agree it’s important to be aware of this bias, and this
issue is discussed qualitatively in the text. Changes
were not made to Figure 5, because the purpose of
Figure 5 is to demonstrate the conclusion with regards to
ecological studies dominating the findings and the
uncertainty associated with ecological study designs.
The title of Figure 5 was changed to clarify this.
Subgroup analyses were conducted by race and sex.
These are typical subgroups to analyze, no adjustment
to the text was made. No findings were linked to the
factors listed. No changes to text made.
Yes, this means that oil production workers have a lower
mortality rate. This could be attributed to the “healthy
worker effect” – this is discussed in Section 6.
Addressed above.
Important to note that the Canadian study reported lower
mortality rates, while the Australian study reported higher
incidence rates. As explained in the text, the elevated
incidence rates and prolonged survival time are likely
due to early screening of diseases.
This means the results need to be interpreted with
caution.
Added a glossary with this term.

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
Page Ref.
pg. 22

Comment

Response

pg. 26

Key point

This is a health study that meets the agreed upon criteria
for the literature search.
A spatial test of proximity to the facility was conducted to
determine if the number of symptoms increased closer
the facility. No relationship was found, meaning the
health problems cannot be directly attributed to the gas
development as stated in the sentence prior.
Agreed.

pg. 26

Key point

Agreed.

Why include the study?

pg. 22
What does this mean?

pg. 28,
Section 6
The discussion is very limited in this section. There needs to be
some critical analysis to determine the relevance of the studies to
the BC case, better organization of the literature and findings in
order to inform the HHRA study. This section requires significant
expansion and reworking.

pg. 28,
Section 6
pg. 28,
Section 6

This is a significant statistical issue. Given that this issue exists in so
many of the studies, what CAN be said of the results, and what
CANNOT be said of the results?
This is important. Analysis and discussion may be required for each
individual study to derive accurate information from the literature
review.
Given the issues and complexity particular to each individual study,
is it misleading in some cases to give a positive/negative association
to all results? Does this table include the results of the questionable

Based on the literature review inclusion/exclusion
criteria, the studies presented are those considered to be
most relevant. We agree there are some limitations of
every study, and some are more relevant to the BC case
than others. A refined analysis of exposure sources
possible in NE BC will take place in the SLRA, and a
jurisdictional scan of applicable regulatory framework will
follow the HHRA during this Phase 2 process. For
purposes of guiding the HHRA direction at this point in
the process, we discussed a few key studies that are
most relevant to the NE BC case.
The main point is that the ecological studies can only be
used to inform additional epidemiological studies, and
not make definite conclusions about the health outcomes
studied. This was clarified in the text.
Agreed, we incorporated a discussion of the few studies
most relevant to the NE BC oil and gas development
activities.
This figure was renamed to reflect its more specific
purpose of showing the overwhelming number of
ecological studies and the uncertainty associated with

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
Page Ref.

pg. 33,
Section 6
Section 7
Section 7
Section 7

Section 7

Comment

Response

studies? Or does this only consider the more reliable studies?

these positive associations reported.

CAREFULWITH THE WORDING! THIS IS NOT ACCURATE TO
SAY. These studies cannot conclude that oil and gas activity is
associated with higher rates of cancer, but rather that certain
contaminant exposure levels (through emissions/ingestion/other
pathways particular to that one case) in these specific regions MAY
be associated with higher rates of cancer. These are not conclusive
studies, and the statistical analysis that ONLY TESTS ONE MODEL
on ONE DATA SET. To make such a statement, a body of evidence
is required.
If these authors do make such a claim in their paper, then it their
expertise must be called into question.

Agreed, we discuss these conclusions in terms of the
authors’ conclusions along with various strengths and
limitations. We clearly state that these studies do not
provide scientific evidence of oil and gas activities
causing health effects in the communities identified.

Careful with this wording: Mackenzie’s findings are subject to many
conditions of meteorology, topography and other factors.
What about the studies that are not relevant to the BC case?
Mental health issues appear to be included. See Sadaat 2004a
Careful with this wording. This sort of statement cannot be made
based on the studies considered. “Oil and gas activity may result in”
is too broad. These studies tested data on very specific levels of
exposure and pathways for the contaminants. Only statements about
those specific cases can be discussed based on this.
Where was the critical analysis and synthesis of the study findings
conducting in the literature review? Where is this statement coming
from?
Why?

The MacKenzie article does not meet the study criteria
therefore the intent is not to provide a detailed review.
The MacKenzie article and other similar studies will be
reviewed in more detail as part of the SLRA process.
Added “in British Columbia”.
Added “unless the author provided toxicological evidence
to link chemical exposure with biological function” to
address rationale previously described.
Re-worded to reflect qualitative nature of review.

Ranking was given according to the discussion of study

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
Page Ref.

Comment

Response

Under what methodology are these being categorized? What
analysis has been done to arrive at these conclusions? What are the
weights of the different priorities.

conclusions and limitations provided in previous
sections. Unfortunately the few number of studies
retrieved in this literature review prevented us from
screening further according to a quality review.

It appears to be a large jump to arrive at these priorities given the
limited analysis represented in this report. The logical path to arrive
at this point should be mapped out more clearly.
Section 7
Section 7
Section 7
Section 7

The prioritization of these diseases was based on
weighing the evidence from the strengths and limitations
of studies that evaluated these health outcomes, and
best professional judgment.

Key point.
How does this point affect the next steps of the HHRA?
Where was the critical analysis and synthesis of the studies that
leads to this conclusion? Disagree with this point.

How? On was scientific basis?

Clarified that this affects the steps proceeding the SLRA,
in which a thorough review of other exposure
assessments and risk assessments is required.
Changed to “have been studied” instead of “may be
associated with”
It is clear from this review that there are not enough
health studies to inform the SLRA or HHRA with enough
certainty. Overall, studies are not sufficient quality to
evaluate as a whole. This prompted us to identify the
key studies more relevant to the NE BC case, and they
are discussed in Section 6.4.

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Geoff Granville
Page Ref.

Comment

Response

Pg. 4

GG comment: I don’t like the wording in the right hand box of the above
figure. Would prefer the following: “Increased understanding of the
range of health effects potentially associated with Oil and Gas Activities
in NE BC”.
Question: should we mention that the Phase 2 Dir Doc will need to
be/has been approved by the MOH?
I don’t think it is “discussed” in the Dir Doc. As best I can tell, parts that
are out of scope are merely so stated in Table 2-1 of that Doc. Maybe
add a comment here, that the scope was determined by MOH and not
by the consultants? And ensure such a comment is applied to other out
of scope issues, eg agric operations and livestock health.
Strangely worded. Maybe change the sentence around to say that
O&G developments in NE BC may be sweet or sour, with varying
degrees of H2S content; and this will be addressed in the Phase 2 RA?
Suggested addition of text: [Following an initial review of the eligible
studies, it was determined that some relevant published studies
predated the 1990 initial inclusion date; they will be identified and
included in subsequent discussions]. I am thinking here about the
Spitzer et al series of studies.
Question: is there any utility in also reviewing some of the mores
significant peer--reviewed “summary reviews”? by this, I specifically
mean the Woodall et al “H2S proceedings” paper dated 2005 and the
series of review papers from 1996 -2010 by Tee Guidotti on
occupational exposure to sour gas plus some more general papers?
[This is just a suggestion, relating to the need to introduce the Spitzer et
al work]…..Although not meeting the 1990 initial cutoff criterion for
acceptability, a series of articles by Spitzer et al in the 1980s provide
useful information. They describe a diagnostic medical review
conducted in an area of SW Alberta where a population close to a
number of sour gas facilities had expressed serious concern that a
number of community health issues were associated with the sour gas

Used suggested wording.

Pg. 5
Pg. 5

Pg. 6
Pg. 7

Pg. 7

Pg. 9-10

Thank you for the suggestion, no changes
made.
Addressed in text.

Reworded sentence.
Did not adjust the methodology to include the
addition of specific papers. Instead, the Spitzer
series of studies are discussed in full detail in
the limitations Section 6.4.
The peer-reviewed literature search sought
original research only. However the references
cited in summary reviews identified during the
literature search were an important source to
identify relevant literature.
Did not adjust the methodology to include the
addition of specific papers. Instead, the Spitzer
series of studies are discussed in full detail in
the limitations Section 6.4. Papers are not
listed in Table 2.

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Geoff Granville
Page Ref.

Comment

Response

developments. Health concerns as described to the review team
included excess mortality, increases in cancer rates, unfavourable
reproductive outcomes and birth defects, negative impact on respiratory
function, and neurological concerns. The diagnostic review included a
comparison of incidence rates for various conditions between the “study
area” around the facilities and other localities with no associated
facilities, and found no evidence of any excess.
Not sure how many pepers you should include here. Maybe reference
the initial paper from McGill (1986) and a couple of peer reviewed
papers by the group? The McGill paper is: Spitzer, WO et all. McGill
University Research Group. The Southwestern Alberta Medical
Diagnostic Review: Summary. Montreal 1986. The other papers are in
the peer reviewed press, but I have citations if needed.

Pg. 16

Pg. 18
Pg. 19

Pg. 23
Pg. 27

Another question- should we list the papers in Table 2, or just use a
summary along the lines I proposed above?
Include a brief discn of the Spitzer work: it did show possible increases The Spitzer series of studies are discussed in
in acute mild upper respiratory effects (but maybe compounded by the
full detail in the limitations Section 6.4.
local weather conditions (the area is adjacent to and downwind from the
Rockies, ie very dry conditions and Chinook winds etc)
The Spitzer series of studies are discussed in
Question…Mention Spitzer here?
full detail in the limitations Section 6.4.
Added a sentence: “The spilled crude oil and
rotting fishes and animals killed by the spill
It should be pointed out that some of these exposures were clearly
formed pungent fumes and mists that spread
intense.
into the residential areas of the communities
affected by the spill.”
SES was also considered by the author, added
What about SES?
language to the text to reflect this.
Left summary in place.
Aha! I missed this para during my initial review of the document. I

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Geoff Granville
Page Ref.

Comment

Response

Pg. 28

suggest reference to Spitzer is left here, but refer to the
entries/additions I suggested earlier. And either delete the quick
summary you prepared here or insert it earlier on in this review.
[Just a suggestion…:] Although this Jurisdictional Scan does not
include a detailed review of specific health hazards like H2S, the
environmental sources of which are numerous; it is nevertheless
pointed out here that

Incorporated suggested language.

Pg. 33

Question should we add a summary here that the consistent indications
of possible excess leukemias and other blood cancers would imply that
benzene, specifically, should be one of the high-priority substance to
focus on in the HHRA? Or should we add it after the next section
(summary of grey literature?)
Pg. 36

Strange word! The same team will conduct the HHRA, so why would
you “recommend” it? Maybe reword to say the team “intends to use
available HHRAs to inform” this one?

Other areas of the text specifically mention
benzene as a carcinogen associated with the
extraction of oil and gas. We don’t feel the
conclusions from the literature review are
consistently strong enough to draw conclusions
about the causal association between benzene
exposure from oil and gas development
activities and blood cancers.
Used suggested wording.

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Judi Krzyzanowski
Page Ref.

Comment

Section 1 of the RFP describes this deliverable as a “jurisdictional
N/A (General
scan of past and current studies and reports related to human health
Comments)
risk with oil and gas activities”, and repeats this definition another
three times. Section 3.2.1 further describes these “studies” as being
within the project scope defined in section 3.3.1, and that “the scan
should inform the recommendations of the risk assessment”.
The jurisdictional scan citations are specifically described as studies
and reports “related to human health risk”. Risk assessment, which
is the overall goal of the project, is an imperfect science. It is based
on probabilities and assumptions. Risk assessments do not
necessarily need to draw cause-and-effect relationships, nor are
they required to ‘prove’ that something has happened – rather they
predict the likelihood that something will happen. However, these
types of studies were purposefully excluded from the jurisdictional
scan, and I wonder ‘why’?
Instead, only peer-reviewed epidemiologic studies are included
(rather than risk assessments). Furthermore studies that look at
disease rates without the explicit measurement of exposure are
considered somehow inferior if not irrelevant. To me it seems that
the purpose of this document was to explore examples of “risk
assessments” not community and occupational health studies.
Both exposure data and detailed health data (for instance cancer
incidence at a finer spatial scale than health region) are lacking for
Northeast BC. Furthermore 6.0 g. of Table 2-1 in the Direction
Document specifically states that "The Phase 2 HHRA will not
include the collection and tracking of specific adverse health effects
of people in the area”. Therefore, the Phase 2 HHRA will not meet
the citation selection criteria used in this scan (i.e. if it were finished it
would not have made the cut). The search criteria should maybe be
loosened to allow for the inclusion of studies that will actually help

Response
This review focuses on human health studies. A
separate review of relevant exposure assessment
studies and human health risk assessments will be
conducted as part of the Screening Health Risk
Assessment (SLRA) prior to conducting the HHRA.

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Judi Krzyzanowski
Page Ref.

Comment

Response

guide the Phase 2 process, which was the original purpose of the
Scan. For instance the inclusion of risk assessments, peer-reviewed
reviews (especially those specific to the area or Canada) and
exposure studies, may be of particular relevance - especially those
that link exposure with known health outcomes. In addition there
may be some relevant material from prior to 1990 – why was this
year chosen as the cut-off? I realize that the search needed to be
limited somehow, as a million papers would not be manageable, but
to limit the scan to a mere 28 studies seems a little too restrictive
(especially when considering the actual relevance of the studies
chosen).
The original RFP also specified a focus on the environmental
pathways of human health effects. While these environmental
pathways are discussed briefly in the scan; they neither show up in
the search terms nor the literature they returned. It seems as though
literature revealing these pathways of exposure was rejected in
favour of epidemiological studies.
Appendix II

It is unclear why different search and inclusion criteria were used for
the peer-reviewed literature and the grey literature. Please explain.

The criteria for including studies were similar to
those outlined for the peer-reviewed literature
review – English language, 1990 to present, and
relevant to health effects studied among people
living and/or working near oil and gas development
activities.
The purpose of grey literature was to identify
reports, conference proceedings, and theses or
dissertations not formally published in sources such
as books or journal articles. Therefore, while the
peer reviewed search included literature that was
original research and therefore excluded literature

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Judi Krzyzanowski
Page Ref.

Appendix II

Appendix II

Comment

- At the beginning to Appendix II it reads that: “Unpublished literature
was identified by searching the following grey literature databases”.
However, if it were “unpublished” I would think that it would not be in
the databases. Perhaps it should say “Non-peer-reviewed reports
and literature…”
- It is unclear from the search of grey literature whether the results
needed to include all terms, or if the comma between search terms
in the Appendix II Table represents an “OR”. Most search engines
will assume “AND” rather than “OR” unless all terms were searched
separately. If they were “ANDs” then the addition of “hydrofracking”
and “fracking” would have been too restrictive – “fracking” is
relatively new in terms of health studies and there are many O & G
activities in BC’s Peace that don’t require it. Also the technical term
is “hydraulic fracturing”, which was not searched. Considering that
no relevant search results were returned from these queries, it
seems as though all terms were considered mandatory. When I
conduct an advanced search in Scirus for only preferred web
sources (not journals) since 1990 and include the same terms but
exlclude “hydrofracking” and “fracking” I get 300,643 hits. If I add the
other two terms I still get 243 hits. Were there some other exclusion
criteria?
- For the Google search, I am again wondering about the commas.
Do they separate all the different searches, or were all the terms
used? I assume the latter because only 15 hits were returned and if
you search [“unconventional gas” and health] for instance you get
202,000 hits. They of course won’t all be relevant, but it seems as
though for the peer-reviewed literature that this was dealt with using

Response
reviews, the grey literature search resulted in
publications similar in nature to literature reviews,
since they were published as reports.
Corrected.

The terms listed in Appendix III were searched
using a combination of “AND” and “OR”
requirements in the search term.
The numbers of “hits” shown in the Appendix III
Table reflect the search returns that were relevant
to the study question, rather than the thousands of
search results retrieved. A combination of methods
was used to ensure the Google search was as
inclusive as possible.

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Judi Krzyzanowski
Page Ref.

Comment

Response

additional exclusion criteria, rather than additional search terms. For
instance, some of the searches for the peer-reviewed literature in
Appendix I returned millions of searches, yet none of the grey
literature searches returned these numbers – despite including
reviews.
Appendix II
Pg. 4

Pg. 5

The Table in Appendix II requires a number (i.e. “Table 1” as it is Corrected.
referred to, or maybe Table A.II.1).
Page: 4
The outcome in Figure 1 is to identify potential health impacts, but I
worry that by excluding other potential health impacts because there
is either inadequate literature available or because the literature did
not meet the strict search criteria, other ‘potential health impacts’
may be missed.
Page: 4
I think that if studies relate to chemical exposure AND other
stressors such as stress and noise, that they are important. Sleep
deprivation, stress, noise, mental health and quality of life are all
factors that determine the health outcomes of (i.e. sensitivity to)
chemical exposure. Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly,
both sleep deprivation and mental health issues can result from H2S
exposure (the latter of which is discussed in terms of suicide rates in
Saadat M, et al. 2004). Although the direction document Table 2-1
1.0 d. says stress and sleep deprivation won’t be assessed because
they are not related to chemical exposure, this is not necessarily the
case. There are 100s of citations available for the effects of H2S on
sleeplessness/insomnia, one is: R J Reiffenstein, W C Hulbert, and
S H Roth, 1992. Toxicology of Hydrogen Sulfide. Annual Review of
Pharmacology and Toxicology 32: 109-134. Much of this work was
conducted from about 1950-1975. This paper also discusses H2S
effects on neurotransmission, including its influence on levels of
serotonin (5-HT), dopamine, epinephrine, and norepinephrine in the

The failure to capture data for which there is no
literature available is an inherent limitation of the
systematic review process as discussed in Section
6.4.

As discussed in the Phase 2 Direction Document,
non-chemical related health determinants are
beyond the scope of the HHRA. Therefore, studies
addressing quality of life, stress, sleep deprivation,
noise, musculoskeletal injuries, and mental health
issues were not included in this literature review.
The Saadat M, et al. (2004) study was one in a
series of studies examining neurological changes
and H2S exposure, and therefore was included in
this literature review in that context. The author
also provided a hypothesis of neurological changes
resulting from chemical exposure, and not sleep
deprivation or stress.

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Judi Krzyzanowski
Page Ref.

Pg. 6
Pg. 7

Pg. 7

Pg. 7

Comment
brain, which would ultimately affect moods, mental health and stress,
as a direct result of exposure to an environmental contaminant.
Probably explains the suicide link in Iran.
It would be good to define “sweet” and “sour” here or perhaps add a
glossary.
There has been a commercial coalbed operation in the northeast
since 2008. It is near Hudson’s Hope in the Gething coal formation. It
is operated by ‘Hudson’s Hope Gas Ltd.’, a subsidiary of ‘GeoMet
Inc.’, developed specifically for the development of this tenure that is
over 50,000 in size. It produced 4 Bcf in the first year and contains
over 1 Tcf of estimated gas reserves. Considering this is a human
health RISK assessment, the potential impacts of activities that are
in their infancy are just as important as the impacts of existing
activities from the perspective of ‘risk’. There are unique risks
associated with coalbed methane, especially considering the ‘2005
Code of practice for the Discharge of Produced Water from Coalbed
Gas Operations’ that allows for this produced water to be discharged
to streams and land. Also according the document ‘British Columbia
Oil & Gas Exploration Activity Report 2007-2008’ as of the end of
2008 there were 98 coalbed gas wells.
Those are many citations to eliminate based on the title and abstract
alone. Just because the title or abstract contained these terms, it
does not mean that everything else in the paper would be irrelevant.
For instance CO is a Criteria Air Contaminant (CAC) and may be
named in the Abstracts of research on all CAC. Similarly, studies
that look at the overall (or cumulative) health impacts of upstream oil
and gas may also look at things like drug use or prostitution. I am not
sure if studies should be excluded for being too comprehensive. An
example of such a study is from Russia
I have a real problem with these exclusion terms. As you will see
from many of the additional references I suggest at the end of the

Response

Included glossary in final report.
E-mail from Dr. Krzyzanowski on 3/12/13 stated that
the coalbed operation has since been shut down.
Still, coalbed gas is recognized as an emerging
industry in northeastern BC. It was identified as one
of the exploration activities to be evaluated in the
Phase 2 Direction Document.

The abstract screening was meant to be as
inclusive as possible. Added explanation to text:
“Screening the abstracts was not automated and
therefore professional judgment was exercised
before excluding a study based on the list above.
For instance, if the term “alcoholism” appeared in
the abstract but it was clear from the abstract that
other health effects were also examined, the citation
was not excluded.
As mentioned above, professional judgment was
exercised in the use of the exclusion terms. When

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
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Page Ref.

Comment

Response

paper, refineries and their workers are often included in studies that
also look at the upstream sector. Also “gas plants” are sometimes
referred to as “gas refineries” in other countries. Also, there are
many pipelines in NEBC and they represent numerous potential
sources of contamination (especially flange and connector leaks).
Although pipelines and distribution are usually considered as “midstream” they are also an important part of upstream activities (for
instance there are many distribution pipelines connecting multiple
well pads to a central gas plant).

excluding “petroleum distribution”, a check was
made to ensure we did not exclude pipelines, and
that the distribution referred solely to distribution to
petrol stations (via diesel trucks) or distribution to
the customer (via petrol stations.

Pg. 7
Why exclude all other reviews from the peer-reviewed literature, but
not from the grey literature? Some reviews may draw relationships,
or combine information, in order to draw conclusions that are not
presented in individual and more specialised research studies. In
addition, peer-reviewed reviews would be of a better quality, and
likely more relevant, than those considered ‘grey literature’.

Pg. 8

Pg. 8

Pg. 8

These criteria were not discussed in the (previous) peer-reviewed
section, which would probably be a better place to list them (the first
time). Also, the criteria were not “identical”. For instance reviews
were excluded from peer-reviewed, but not from grey, literature. Also
the search terms and stratgies in the Appendices seem quite
different.
I would not use the word “review” here as we already have “peer
review” and “review papers”…. How about “A second more refined
search screened…” Also what was this “screening” and why not stick
with the 20 articles you had (a very manageable number)?
It would be helpful to define terms like “health data” as it seems very
important to the outcomes of the search. Again a glossary could be
used for this and other terms

The purpose of grey literature was to identify
reports, conference proceedings, and theses or
dissertations not formally published in sources such
as books or journal articles. Therefore, while the
peer reviewed search included literature that was
original research and therefore excluded literature
reviews, the grey literature search resulted in
publications similar in nature to literature reviews,
since they were published as reports.
Mentioned date and language criteria in Section 3.0

Made change to eliminate “review” word.
Studies that did not report health data were
excluded, per the scope of this task.
Included glossary in final report.

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
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Comment

Pg. 9
Was this the main criteria? Why not mention it sooner (in the
Introduction for instance)? Also why only epidemiological studies?
The Phase 2 assessment is not an epidemiological assessment, it is
a “RISK assessment”. The health data that exist do not permit an
epidemiological study (i.e. data are not spatially resolved enough,
and none are standardised by factors such as smoking, which is
much higher in the northeast) and no new data are to be collected.
This is discussed further in my comments at the end of the report.

Pg. 9

On what evidence do you base this statement? If this is a conclusion
drawn from the literature, it should go at the end of the paper
(discussion). However, exposure depends on many more factors
than whether or not regulations exist. The exposure of a population
also depends on the strength, details (for instance permit
thresholds), and enforcement of those regulations. It would also
depend on the magnitude, extent and type of oil and gas
development (for instance sour gas versus sweet oil, and 100s of
sources versus 10s of 1000s). To make a sweeping statement that
exposure must be higher in developing nations due to their lack of
regulations is dangerously subjective for a report that is supposed to
be based on science. For instance Ecuador has environmental
regulations specific to the oil and gas industry, and also has
mandatory community consultation for new projects. In fact all oil
and gas projects must conduct a full Environmental Impact
Assessment in Ecuador, something that oil and gas exploration,
seismic, road-building and other activities, are exempt from in BC.

Response
The focus on health studies (i.e., epidemiological
studies) was a main criteria. Added the following
language in Section 3.0 to make this more clear:
“For example, a primary synonym for the term
“health study” was “epidemiologic”.”
This review focuses on human health studies. The
project team agrees that a number of study types
other than epidemiological studies will help guide
the Phase 2 assessment. Therefore, a separate
review of relevant exposure assessment studies
and human health risk assessments will be
conducted as part of the Screening Health Risk
Assessment (SLRA) prior to conducting the HHRA.
Agree that the original statement was too strong.
Changed to address this concern: “A few studies
investigated diseases in populations near oil and
gas activities in North America while the majority of
community studies occurred in developing countries
such as Iran, Ecuador, and Nigeria. Differences in
oil development practices, community behaviors,
and socioeconomic status mean that populations
may have higher exposure to chemicals involved in
oil and gas exploration than in the developed world.
Therefore, research from developing countries may
have limited generalizability to Northeastern British
Columbia.”
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Comment

Pg. 11
(Table 2)

Acronyms like these and RBC in some sort of glossary (even just for
the table) too please.

Pg. 12
(Table 2)

Pg. 12
(Table 2)

Does this mean the gas is “natural” or the leakage is “natural”? If the
leakage, does that mean it is not due to the oil and gas development
at all, but has always been that way?
This is very interesting. However, if this paper was able to meet the
criteria, I would think that other issues of mental health (or
neurological impairment) should not have been excluded. If it is
reasonable to conclude that sour gas is linked with suicide, it is
reasonable to conclude that it could also be linked with other mental
health outcomes (particularly depression, which generally precedes
suicide). I would suggest going back to any studies that may have
been excluded for the term “mental health” and ensure that none
relate to the neurological effects of H2S or other contaminants. Many
contaminants can act like drugs in the human body and chemically
affect things like behaviour.

Pg. 16
This is counter-intuitive to me. Pap smears to not prevent cancer,
they find it. If anything, the lack of access to pap smears in the First
Nations community would mean they have lower reported incidences
of cervical cancer than in the general population – not higher
reported incidences. The only mention in the paper of a pap smear is
in terms of increasing access considering the findings to allow for
early screening, early detection and treatment. The authors do not
blame the elevated rates of cervical cancer on a lack of pap smears

Response
Included glossary in final report.

The paper refers to as a “natural gas leakage”. We
looked into this further and think the strange
wording is a translation issue. This is an area with
naturally occurring sour gas but we believe the
subsurface leakage is due to extraction activities.
The Saadat M, et al. (2004) study was one in a
series of studies examining neurological changes
and H2S exposure, and therefore was included in
this literature review in that context.

Disagree. PAP smears may indirectly lead to the
detection of cancer, but they don’t provide
information to diagnose it – just that follow up
testing is needed, and if necessary, early treatment
to prevent the development of cancer. The authors’
state: “Preventative interventions include the
introduction of the Human Papilloma Virus (HPV)
vaccination program to school-aged girls and
increasing access to Pap smear screening services
for women in the X First Nations community.”
Edited the text to reflect that authors don’t blame
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Response
elevated cervical cancer on lack of prevention.

Pg. 16

Pg. 17

Pg. 17

Pg. 17

Pg. 17

Pg. 17

Because Table 2 uses these genotype acronyms, it may be helpful
to have the table following (rather than preceding) the explanation of
these terms.

Moved table and added glossary.

As discussed in the Phase 2 Direction Document,
non-chemical related health determinants are
Again, should include a look at other mental health / neurological
beyond the scope of the HHRA. Therefore, studies
symptoms precluding suicide. Maybe people are just tired of smelling
addressing quality of life, stress, sleep deprivation,
rotten eggs (but I doubt it).
noise, musculoskeletal injuries, and mental health
issues were not included in this literature review.
Same as above.
The addition of “moods” here, further illustrates the need to look at
mental health issues. Similarly “sleep” is rightfully listed, and
insomnia is a well-known physiological outcome of H2S exposure.
Yet the Phase II direction document, and this scan, both exclude
mental health and effects on sleep (other than suicide), which are
the direct result of a chemical exposure.
Agreed. Took desulphurization out as an “other
I would not consider “desulphurization” (aka “sweetening”) to be
source.” Non-upstream “other sources” remain so
considered as an “other source”. There are many (amine)
the statement remains true.
sweetening plants in NEBC, and these are considered to be part of
the upstream process.
Changed text in 4.1.3 to reflect the author’s
The authors specifically state that there was no litigation bias and
present reasons for why. This is the second time such bias has been statements. Deleted statement here.
mentioned for this paper (see the end of section 4.1.3). I am sure
this bias often exists, but I would tend to think that health concerns
are the reason for litigation, not the other way around. You seem to
be stressing a type of bias that the authors had removed.
I am not sure if Lethbridge can be considered an adequate “control”. O&G development in Lethridge is not mentioned in
the article and so will not be commented on.
There is quite a bit of O&G development in a around Lethbridge
(particularly about 10 km to the west – upwind). The city itself sits
atop the Bakken formation, which some say rivals Saudi Arabian
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Pg. 18

Pg. 18

Comment
reserves. There has even been discussion in the past year or so
about drilling within the urban limits. Although this has not yet
happened, Lethbridge would not completely be without influence
from O&G already occurring just outside its limits. If the studies are
going to be critiqued (for instance for litigation bias), then this is an
important one (inadequate control group).
Really what this means is that you think the study may be subject to
litigation bias (not the authors). This should be clear – especially
since this is the third time litigation bias has been claimed. Dahlgren
et al. specifically state that they do not believe litigation bias was a
factor, but rather that “observational bias” may have been. Litigation
bias is heavily debated in these sorts of studies and there is little
empirical evidence that such a bias even exists – however, you are
obviously a believer. I would not write that the paper is biased in a
way that the authors specifically say it isn’t. This shows bias against
respondents in litigation.
People may forget they had a headache, or a mood swing – but to
suggest that a woman would forget she had a miscarriage??? I can’t
imagine any woman forgetting the loss of her own child. I realise the
paper mentions this (and other sources of potential bias not
mentioned here), but the authors also say that this “recall bias” was
eliminated by presenting the survey as a “general health study within
a primary care program” rather than as a “oil and gas” study.
Furthermore the authors state that the women in the survey were not
aware of spontaneous abortion as an outcome of oil and gas
exposure. Therefore I do not think this bias is an issue, but other
sources of bias may be. They say that the rates were lower than
expected in the non-exposed group, but to suggest thos not exposed
forget about a spontaneous abortion? The 0.6% difference could be
by chance or due to early versus late term miscarriage - the former
being more likely to be over-looked as delayed menstruation and the

Response

Changed text to reflect the author’s statements.

The text was clarified to further explain the author’s
statements, including the methods for reducing
recall bias.
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Pg. 19

Pg. 19

Pg. 20

Pg. 20

Comment
latter more likely to be caused by an external trigger, such as
chemical exposure. I think if the concept of study bias is to be
included, that all sources of potential bias should be discussed, or at
least those that the authors think are an issue. Again to stress the
sources of bias that a study says are not a problem makes this
report seem biased.
How much??? All we know is that it is some portion of 20% of the
workforce – not necessarily “large” at all. I realise the figure is from
BC 2013a, but considering this is specifically an oil and gas study, I
don’t think it is sufficient to present O&G as “mining” or lumped with
forestry and fisheries. There must be a better source out there for
this information??? If not, I would almost leave it out for not providing
sufficient statistical information.
Is this the first epidemiological study anywhere, in the US, for a large
petroleum company, or for active and retired workers?
I would not call it favourable for those with cancer of the prostrate,
brain, central nervous system or other lymphatic tissue, or acute
myelogenous leukemia (even though it may not have yet cause
mortality). I would say that the physical activity involved in O&G work
may be better for you in terms of cardiovascular disease, obesity,
etc. when compared to a 9-5 desk job, but I do not think the
significant differences in cancer would not be considered
“favourable”. These differences are just as important as “favourable
mortality” outcomes, if not more so.
This it total mortality which is important to mention. The information
given regarding this paper seems to rely on the abstract. There were
differences found between things other than malignant melanoma
(such as mesothelioma) that I think are worthy of discussion.

Response

Could not identify a better source which did not
lump oil and gas with forestry fishing & mining. We
believe that the majority of 20% is still large in terms
of the overall workforce in NE BC.

Yes, the authors state that it is the “first
epidemiologic study reporting a positive association
between oil and gas field work and acute
myelogenous leukemia.”
The word “favourable” was removed.

Added additional study information.
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Pg. 20

Again, a glossary would be helpful.

Pg. 22

Pg. 22

Pg. 22
Pg. 25
(Table 3)

Response
Included glossary in final report.

The purpose of grey literature was to identify
reports, conference proceedings, and theses or
dissertations not formally published in sources such
I know I said this before, but I don’t understand why literature
reviews would have been excluded from the peer-reviewed literature, as books or journal articles. Therefore, while the
but not from the grey literature. I would think that reviews from the
peer reviewed search included literature that was
former would be of better quality, more scientific and essentially
original research and therefore excluded literature
more useful.
reviews, the grey literature search resulted in
publications similar in nature to literature reviews,
since they were published as reports.
I find this term confusing, although I do realise it is a commonly used Added definition in footnote.
term in the medical community. Therefore, it needs to be defined.
For instance, I initially wanted to change it to “small size for
gestational stage”, because “gestation” implies the child is still in the
womb, and age does not usually occur until birth – but this is a
measure taken after birth. Considering this report’s audience, a
definition is in order.
Added definition in footnote.
Please define.
This is another term that comes up quite a bit that should be
explained. Many members of the audience will not be familiar with
this ‘effect’ (despite seeming self-explanatory). I found the following
definitions: “HWE is a phenomenon initially observed in studies of
occupational diseases: Workers usually exhibit lower overall death
rates than the general population because the severely ill and
chronically disabled are ordinarily excluded from employment” (Last,
1995); and “HWE refers to the consistent tendency of the actively
employed to have a more favorable mortality experience than the
population at large” (McMichael 1976). I am not sure if either of
these definitions is appropriate. In the case of oil and gas in BC I

Added definition in footnote at first use.
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Pg. 26

Pg. 26

Pg. 26

Pg. 27

Comment
don’t think it would be employment in general that leads to this
effect. Rather the O&G industry is dominated by young fit maleworkers who are often physically active for 10-hours a day in the
field. They are exceptionally healthy workers.
It would be nice if we new how many, or the density of development
so that it could be better contextualised in terms of relevance to
NEBC. For instance, in another (2011) document entitled “Natural
Gas Flowback” also published by Earthworks, it says there are
“almost a dozen compressor stations” in the small town of 200 and
that there are homes within 100 feet (or less) or O&G extraction
facilities. In BC this set back is 100 m.
I read that 14 VOCs were found in non-smoking participants,
including toluene in 13, and xylenes in 10, of the residents surveyed.
Even the summary of the paper gives a number of other VOCs that
were found above reference levels including 1,2-dichloroethane,
tetrachloroethene, 1,4-dichlorobenzene, trichloroethene, and 1,1,1trichloroethane. Although these are explained as consumer product
exposure, there was no evidence that these people had used
mothballs, or industrial degreasers in the LAST FEW HOURS (the
lifetime of VOCs in the human body). Why critique some papers for
bias and inconsistency, but not others?
Considering that this is the only study from NEBC to be included, I
think that some additional information is required. For instance,
some of the main points of the report include the fact there is a
general lack of data or information from which to base health
analyses. It also brings up issues related to consultation, setback
distances and emergency response – important factors to
considered in the Phase II HHRA.
Or the Pouce Coupe, BC H2S release in 2009 (which would help
add some relevance to the task at hand). There is an incident report
and many newspaper articles, but perhaps not the sort of literature

Response

The purpose is to summarize the report, and this
information is not in the report.

Added additional summary information to more fully
characterize results.

Made slight change to reflect lack of data.

Did not meet the criteria for study inclusion.
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you were looking for.
Pg. 27

Pg. 28

Pg. 28
Pg. 28
Pg. 28

Again a definition and perhaps discussion of this ‘effect’ seems to be
in order. What percentage of the general population was
‘unemployed’? Did that percentage statistically make up for the
difference (i.e. the unhealthy unemployed effect)? Are upstream oil
and gas workers healthier than other workers? This seems to be a
theme among the citations and should perhaps be identified as such.
The Phase II HHRA does not (and can not) include the collection of
new data. There will be no individual-level data on health effects,
there will be no questionnaires and there will be no direct measure of
pollutant concentration. Based on this discussion and your criteria,
the Phase II results should be “interpreted cautiously” if not
completely ignored. I think this report is supposed to guide the
Phase II study; therefore, alternative and perhaps imperfect methods
of oil and gas related health impact assessment should also be
presented. What methods can be used in the absence of ideal data?
What sort of statistical tools can allow some sort of direction in the
absence of a cohort, controls or a statistically representative
sample?
Again, this is all there is for NEBC… It would be really helpful to
have examples of studies that had similar limitations.
Many First Nations’ communities in BC’s northeast function the same
way – they do not shop at grocery stores, for instance.
Also, and as mentioned before, I disagree with the assumption that
studies from Ecuador (in particular) would have a lack of
“generalizability” due to an “unregulated” industry. The industry is
very regulated in Ecuador, even more so than in NEBC, especially in
terms of exploration activities – they have a Ministry of Environment
and everything! In fact Ecuador is the only country in the world
where nature is afforded rights by the Constitution (of 2008). You
can not assume that a “developing” country lacks adequate

Definition was added along with the first time
“healthy worker effect” term appears in the text.
The authors did not analyze whether or not the
percentage statistically made up for the unhealthy
unemployed effect and suggested analysis is
beyond the scope of this document.
Scoping of possible methods will be explored in the
SLRA.

The studies included did have these limitations,
which is why it is mentioned here.
Good point. Altered text to mention First Nations.
Agree that the original statement was too strong.
Changed
to:
“community
behaviors
and
socioeconomic status mean that populations may
have higher exposure to chemicals involved in oil
and gas exploration than in developed areas of NE
BC”.
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Pg. 29

Pg. 30

Comment
regulations simply because it is developing, just as you can’t assume
that a developed nation protects its environment and people from
contamination just because it is developed. Although many of
Ecuador’s environmental protection regulations (and constitution) are
relatively new, inadequately enforced, and back-logged in court, I do
not believe that these assumptions hold true. BC faces similar
difficulties with an industry that develops at least a decade ahead of
regulation and a rate of infractions that does not change over time.
Please explain this figure in more detail. It is unclear whether a
positive association is a positive health outcome, or a positive
correlation between oil and gas and negative health outcomes (and
vice versa). Does this figure include all studies or just the peerreviewed ones?
Is it an “overall” lack of research, or the lack of a particular type of
research? There is definitely a lack of research in northeast BC,
particularly that met your exclusion criteria – but what if you include
the 2197 studies you first found but then excluded, or even the 138
that passed the initial screening? Could the high proportion of
“ecological” study designs in some way be an artefact of the search
terms and exclusion criteria?

Pg. 30
In terms of symptoms on questionnaires, or even the usual clinical
diagnoses, how does this differ from mental health?

Pg. 30

We won’t have a reference group either, it’s not looking good….

Pg. 31

Please add what is meant by “case-control study” to the glossary.

Response

Added additional explanation.

Yes, there was an overall lack of “health” research
on the effects of oil and gas exploration. We do not
believe the high proportion of ecological study
designs is an artifact of the search terms and
exclusion criteria. We believe we cast as wide of a
net as possible to retrieve relevant human health
studies available.
Authors explored the exposure to chemical
stressors as potential risk factors for central nervous
system impairments, including neurobehavioral
impairment.
While there is overlap between
neurobehavior and mental health, the cited report
focused on physiological effects such as reaction
time and balance.
Thank you for the comment.
Change made.
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Comment

Response

Great an explanation of the term – but it should occur the first time
the term is used, please.
Is this your conclusion or the studies’ conclusions? Malignant
melanoma has also been linked to various chemical exposures, and
upstream workers, although spending a lot of time outdoors, spend
much of that time wearing coveralls and other full-body protective
clothing that doesn’t allow much sunlight in.

Change made.

Pg. 33

Thanks, my thought exactly.

Pg. 33

Considering that this forms the basis of the Phase II HHRA, it would
be good to include some of those (more?) relevant studies here.
Particularly studies based on the same type of data that the HHRA is
likely to access.

Pg. 34
But they are mentioned a little (in regards to H2S) see comment #19.

Pg. 34

Please explain why health data (which there is less of) is more
important than information on exposure or risk (which there is more
of)?

Pg. 34
Why was the scan not designed to do this if it is the focus of the
HHRA? I am a little confused…

The text states that excess malignant melanoma is
“possibly” due to UV light exposure – the primary
risk factor, not that it definitely is. No changes.

Thank you for the comment.
We agree there are additional relevant studies
outside the scope of this literature review. The
relevant exposure studies and human health risk
assessments will be reviewed during the screening
HHRA.
As discussed in the Phase 2 Direction Document,
non-chemical related health determinants are
beyond the scope of the HHRA. Therefore, studies
addressing quality of life, stress, sleep deprivation,
noise, musculoskeletal injuries, and mental health
issues were not included in this literature review.
It was not stated that health data is more important
than exposure data. The focus of this literature
review was health studies, and many of the health
studies identified did not collect exposure
information.
One goal of the scan was to provide direction on
relevant chemicals, but because the studies
identified did not collect exposure information, the
findings were not strong enough to do so. This is a
limitation of the literature review.
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Pg. 37
Pg. 38
Pgs. 39-41

Comment

Response

If they are not listed or discussed, how do we know what they are?
All we know is that there are over 2000 of them.
Sometimes the year comes after the author, other times it comes
after the (journal) source. I would suggest using the same citation
style for ALL references (whether peer-reviewed, grey, etc.) This
includes adding the web addresses for all sources that have them
(along with a date of access).
This is a full journal title whereas the others are short-forms. I would
use full titles for all references because the public, who I believe will
have access to this report, may not understand the short-forms.
Why are there no spaces after any of the semi-colons and colons? It
looks cluttered and messy.

Relevant human health risk assessments will be
discussed in the screening HHRA.
Corrected to use same citation style for all
references and added web addresses.

Was in the same line as Robinson which is why I could find it.
This is (correctly cited as “San Sebastián” in the text (not just “San”).
Also please note the accent on the ‘a’.
Some of the citations listed include other references that I think
should have been also been included. My apologies, but they are not
all in the same format.
For instance Colquhoun et al. (2010) cites the report:
Chen Y. Cancer incidence in Fort Chipewyan, Alberta, 1995-2006
[Internet]. Edmonton (AL): Alberta Cancer Board; 2009. Available
from:
(a slightly different web address than reported in Colquhuon). This
paper links cancer rates in Fort Chip to contaminants from oil sands
in the Athabasca River.
Then there is the update to the Schnatter paper:
R JeVrey Lewis, A Rober t Schnatter, Arnold M Katz, F S Thompson,
Neil Murray, Gail Jorgensen, Gilles Thériault, 2000. Updated
mortality among diverse operating segments of a petroleum

Corrected to use full journal titles.

Corrected spacing.
Made this correction.
Corrected citations for San Sebastián.
We appreciate this list of references to consider for
the literature review, because we want to make sure
we captured all of the health studies relevant to the
study question. Most citations provided did not
meet the criteria of the study question and therefore
are outside the scope of this report.
A number of these citations were reviewed and are
already summarized in the report (Lewis et al. 2000,
Skrtic, L. 2006, and Yang, C. and Zhang, X., 1991)
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company. Occup Environ Med 2000;57:595–604. Despite
mentioning “refineries” and “petrochemical” in the abstract, the paper
studied all O&G professions. If you read beyond the abstract you find
that acute non-lymphocytic leukaemia and amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis both approached significance in terms of higher rates than
expected in male workers (See Table 2). Acute myeloid
(myelomonocytic) leukaemia, was also higher (but not significantly).
There was again a significant increase in malignant melanoma
among workers in exploration and drilling. In this upstream sector
death due to central nervous system neoplasms approached
significance, and a slight (non-significant) increase in aortic
aneurysms.
Then there is an additional and more recent Schnatter study:
Schnatter, A. R., Nicolich, M. J., Lewis, R. J., Thompson, F. L.,
Dineen, H. K., Drummond, I., Dahlman, D., … Theriault, G. 2012.
Lung cancer incidence in Canadian petroleum workers. Occupational
and Environmental Medicine, 69 (12), p.877-882
Another Lewis Canadian study (expanded cohort of above study) is:
R. J. Lewis, A. R. Schnatter, I. Drummond, N. Murray, F. S.
Thompson, A. M. Katz,G. Jorgensen, M. J. Nicolich, D. Dahlman and
G. Thériault, 2003. Mortality and Cancer Morbidity in a Cohort of
Canadian Petroleum Workers. Occupational and Environmental
Medicine, Vol. 60, No. 12 (Dec., 2003), pp. 918-928.
I also find the following papers potentially worthy of inclusion, despite
that some would not meet your inclusion criteria (as specified in
brackets):
Atkinson S, Coppock J, Fritschi L, Glass DC, Gibbons C, Gray CN,
et al. 2001. Lympho-haematopoietic Cancer and Exposure to
Benzene in the Australian Petroleum Industry. Technical Report and
Appendices. Victoria, Australia:Monash University and Deakin
University.
(does mention refinery workers but also distribution (pipe) and

Response
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upstream. It is a case study, in grey literature, and I think it should be
included).
Burnett, W., King, E., Grace, M., and W. Hall. 1977. Hydrogen
sulfide poisoning: Review of 5 years' experience. CMAJ 117: 12771280. (From before 1990, but Canadian and with actual health data
from Alberta’s oil and gas industry).
Theo Colborn, Carol Kwiatkowski, Kim Schultz and Mary Bachran
(September 2010), “Natural Gas Operations from a Public Health
Perspective”; International Journal of Human and Ecological Risk
Assessment: An International Journal, 17:5, 1039-1056 (no actual
health survey, but chemicals, their occurrence, and known health
effects are discussed).
Dales, R. E. , Spitzer, W. O . , Suissa, S . , Schechter, M. T. ,
Tousignant, P . , Stinmetz, N . 1989. Respiratory health of a
population living downwind from natural gas refineries. Am. Rev.
Respir .Dis. 1 39:595-600. (Prior to 1990 (just) but very relevant.
Despite saying refinery in title, it refers to a natural gas plant).
Divine BJ, Barron V. (1987) Texaco mortality study III. A cohort study
of producing and pipeline workers. Am J Ind Med; 11: 189–202.
(Prior to 1990).
Goldstein BD, Shalat S. 2000. Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma and
exposure to benzene in petroleum workers. J Occup Environ Med
42(12): 133-136. (A letter that compares the results of a number of
case/cohort studies including Wong and Raabe 2000 (discussed
below) and Thorpe 1974 – and criticises their methods in not finding
statistically relationships between benzene and Non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma. An important read if you are to use the Wong papers.
Also helps in interpreting the results of other papers already cited).
Gosselin, P., Hrudey, S.E., Naeth, M.A, Plourde, A., Therrien, R.,
Van Der Kraak, G., and Xu, Z., 2010. The Royal Society of Canada
Expert Panel: Environmental and Health Impacts of Canada’s Oil
Sands Industry. 440 pp. (It would be I guess another “Grey literature

Response
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review paper”. Chapter 10 is particularly relevant. Although it focuses
on oilsands, of which there is no commercial development in NEBC
(yet) the health impacts of the upstream industry in general may be
helpful because many of the contaminants are the same. It includes
some “ecological” health data, but also reference to local individual
exposure studies such as the Human Exposure Monitoring Program
(HEMP) of the Wood Buffalo Environmental Association (WBEA).
See:
HEMP 2007. 2005 HEMP Report; and HEMP 2008. 2006 Technical
Report. WBEA, both available at:
http://www.wbea.org/library/human-exposure-monitoring-reports
Guidotti, T.L., 2009. Air quality and health research in a province
producing oil and gas. International Journal of Risk Assessment and
Management 11: 237-247. (Risk assessment and review).
Gun RT, Pratt N, Ryan P, Roder D. 2006. Update of mortality and
cancer incidence in the Australian petroleum industry cohort. Occup
Environ Med 63(7):476- 481. (An update to the Gun study you
include – upstream, downstream and business sectors, but analysed
separately).
Jorunn Kirkeleit, Trond Riise, Magne Bråtveit, Bente E. Moen, 2008.
Increased Risk of Acute Myelogenous Leukemia and Multiple
Myeloma in a Historical Cohort of Upstream Petroleum Workers
Exposed to Crude Oil. Cancer Causes & Control, Vol. 19, No. 1, pp.
13-23 (OFFSHORE, but you still get exposure to similar
contaminant mixtures).
Krzyzanowski, J., 2012. Environmental Pathways of Potential
Impacts to human Health from Oil and Gas Development in
Northeast British Columbia, Canada – a review. Environmental
Reviews 20: 122-134. (Review paper, however directly relevant to
Northeast BC. It includes cancer and other disease incidence data
for the region, and links these to know chemical contaminants.
Particularly useful in directing the HHRA from a regional perspective.

Response
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If reviews from the grey literature were included, it is hard to fathom
why this wasn’t – and I am not just saying that because I wrote it…).
A Mandegary,⇓M Sezavar, A Saeedi, B Amirheidari, B Naghibi,
2012. Oxidative stress induced in the workers of natural gas
refineries, no role for GSTM1 and GSTT1 polymorphisms. Human
and Experimental Toxicology 31(12): 1271-1279. (although it reads
“refinery” in the title, it is referring to a natural gas plant).
Skrtic, L. 2006. Hydrogen Sulfide, Oil and Gas, and People’s Health.
MSc thesis, UC Berkley.
http://erg.berkeley.edu/people/Lana%20Skrtic%20%20Masters%20Paper%20H2S%20and%20Health.pdf (Includes
exposure data and some surveys regarding health issues. Although
the surveys are not structured, low in number, and primarily
anecdotal, they may provide interesting perspectives on symptoms
and health outcomes).
Jelle Vlaanderen, Qing Lan, Hans Kromhout, Nathaniel Rothman
and Roel Vermeulen, 2011. Occupational Benzene Exposure and
the Risk of Lymphoma Subtypes: A Meta-analysis of Cohort Studies
Incorporating Three Study Quality Dimensions. Environmental
Health Perspectives, 119 (2): 159-167. (This meta-analysis that is
not oil and gas specific, however it lists, uses and discusses case
and cohort studies from throughout the petroleum industry. I have
not gone through them all, but some may meet your criteria).
Wong 0, Raabe GK. 1995. Cell-type-specific leukemia analyses in a
combined cohort of more than 208,000 petroleum workers in the
United States and the United Kingdom, 1937-1989. Regul Toxicol
Pharmacol 21(2):307-321. (Majority are refinery, but also production,
pipeline, and distribution workers).
Wong 0, Raabe GK. 1997. Multiple myeloma and benzene exposure in a multinational cohort of more than 250,000 petroleum
workers. Regul Toxicol Pharmacol 26(2): 188-1 99. (Meta-analysis of
multiple cohort studies – include refineries, but also upstream). I
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think this sort of metaanalysis is much more useful than grey
literature reviews. The same two authors also have 2 meta-analyses
on cancer epidemiology and Non-Hodgkins lymphoma published in
2009. They are all based on benzene and find few overall
correlations, possible due to the differing sampling methods etc.
across the different studies. May be worth a or mention. They
seemed to be able to find quite a few studies to meta-analyse (10-15
years ago). However, their techniques and findings have been
heavily criticised (See Goldstein 2010 above).
Yang C, Zhang X., 1991. Incidence survey of leukemia in China.
Chin Med Sci J. 6(2):65-70. (Talk about all leukemia incidence, but
find it is specifically related to area of O & G extraction).
Zusman M, Dubnov J, Barchana M, Portnov BA. Residential
proximity to petroleum storage tanks and associated cancer risks:
Double Kernel Density approach vs. zonal estimates. Science of the
Total Environment. 441: 265-276. (This paper is REALLY interesting.
Illustrates how significance as determined in health studies can be
skewed depending on the approach used, and describes what
seems to be a fairly easy GIS-based analysis method. May help
explain some of the associations found in the other reports, and help
in fine tuning HHRA approaches.
The lack of heath data for NEBC will limit the ability of performing an
epidemiological or community-based health study similar to the
studies included here. Therefore, it is suggested that (at least a few)
health risk assessments also be included. Some potential examples
that may provide useful methodologies are as follows:
Layton, D. W., Cederwall, R. T., Ricker, Y. E., Shinn, J. H., and
O'Banion, K. D. (1983) Accidental releases of sour gas from wells
and collection pipelines in the Overthrust Belt: Calculating and
assessing potential health and environmental risks. UCRL-53411,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, C. (Before
1990, but perhaps helpful in conducting the HHRA)

Response

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Judi Krzyzanowski
Page Ref.

Comment
Layton, David W. and Richard T. Cederwall. 1986. “Assessing and
Managing the Risks of Accidental Releases of Hazardous Gas: A
Case Study of Natural Gas Wells Contaminated with Hydrogen
Sulfide.” Environment International. 12: 519-532. (Again, prior to
1990, but gives good historical evidence and other studies, including
tools that may help with the HHRA).
Park, I.S., and Park, J.W. 2011. Determination of a risk management
primer at petroleum-contaminated sites: developing new human
health risk assessment strategy. J. Hazard. Mater. 185(2-3): 1374–
1380.
Shakhawat, C., Thair, H., and Neil, B. 2006. Fuzzy rule-based
modelling for human health risk from naturally occurring radioactive
materials in produced water. J. Environ. Radioact. 89(1): 1–17.

Response

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Ross Wilson
Page Ref.
Pg. 5

Pg. 5
Pg. 5

Comment
Perhaps make sure that the literature search was not limited to these
health effects. For example, heart disease is still part of the
investigation.
Why are these two singled out?
But is ingestion of agricultural produce outside of scope? Why include
ingestion of food from subsistence and hunting and not agriculture?
Perhaps provide rationale.

Pg. 6

Perhaps clearly define” upstream”

Pg. 6

Is there a date or anything more specific to this reference?

Pg. 6

Reference?

Pg. 7

Pg. 7

Pg. 7

I am not understanding why some of these terms were excluded? For
example, if landfill gas or air near hot-springs contains H2S which is
one of the top two chemicals of concern, some may think it would have
been reasonable to include. Perhaps just discuss the rationale for why
some of these terms were necessary.
I will often review the literature cited in the obtained reports as part of
my literature search strategy. Was this done? Is that part of the
Cochrane strategy?
Colborn et al from the Endocrine Disruption Exchange seem to be
concerned about natural gas operations. Did the lit search include
endocrine disruption?

Response
The literature search was not limited in respect
to types of health effects, except for nonchemical related health determinants (quality of
life, stress, sleep deprivation, noise, injuries,
and mental health) as mentioned in Section 2.1
These were identified in the Phase I document
as contaminants of concern.
At the direction of BC MOH, effects on
agricultural operations and livestock were
outside of the scope of this literature review.
Ingestion of contaminated food and water
sources were not outside of the scope.
Added a glossary with definitions to the final
report.
Added date.
Added reference.
As indicated in the Phase 2 Direction
Document and discussed in the report, the
purpose of literature search was to identify
health studies specifically related to oil and gas
development.
Yes, this was part of the literature search
strategy. Added language to this paragraph to
indicate that reference lists were reviewed to
ensure that no studies were overlooked.
The study referenced did not meet the search
criteria (was not a health study).

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Ross Wilson
Page Ref.

Comment
Theo Colborn , Kim Schultz , Lucille Herrick & Carol Kwiatkowski
(2012): An Exploratory Study
of Air Quality near Natural Gas Operations, Human and Ecological Risk
Assessment: An International Journal,
DOI:10.1080/10807039.2012.749447

Pg. 8
Pg. 8

Pg. 9

Include Geoff’’s comments on Spitzer studies
What about contacting companies, health agencies and WCB to
determine if they have done any health studies of their own? Or are
aware of any health studies?
I have found the ACGIH toxicity profiles to me a great wealth of
information on chemicals. Could these be reviewed for certain key
chemicals? I guess the same would go for any write-ups by leading
agencies (Health Canada, US EPA, ATSDR, WHO)
Not sure of the intention of pursued here?

Response

See responses to Geoff’s comments.
Contacting companies and toxicity reviews of
individual chemicals is outside the scope of this
literature review.

Clarified language.

Pg. 10

Not clear what is meant by “some tables are
Some of these findings may be quite startling. As discussed in the text,
treated as stand-alone”.
We don’t think
there could be issues that they are not reproducible or do not control for
additional comment is necessary as issues
confounding factors, etc. With that said, does the findings column need
related to bias and study quality are discussed
some comment as some tables are treated as stand alone?
in the text.
This relates to my concern about all the non-oil and gas H2S studies in This explanation is provided in Section 3.0.
humans. Perhaps just explain why these non-oil and gas studies were
not included
Yes, wrote out.
Does “ppl” stand for “people”?

Pg. 11

Almost implies this was a meta-analysis (which I do not think it was)

Pg. 11

Make sure H2S uses the proper font (subscript the 2) throughout the
report

Pg. 10

Pg. 10

Made language clearer.
Made this correction.

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Ross Wilson
Page Ref.

Comment

Pg. 12

Seems like an odd finding…

Pg. 12

What is “streamwater”?

Pg. 15

Pg. 15
Pg. 15

Pg. 15
Pg. 16

Pg. 16

Epidemiological summaries in the following sections seem to focus on
the positive associations; however, I would think reporting and
summary of the negative associations would also be important. For
example, if the acute study of Ordinioha and Sawyer reported odds
ratios were significantly different for sore eyes, diarrhea and itchy skin,
does this mean there were no significant differences for a whole host of
other ailments? If you agree that this concept is valid and worth
discussing, then it would apply to many of the other summaries. But
not a problem if this is beyond scope or would not change overall
conclusions
No accounting of “any”? Just making sure...
**what is the limit and how does it compare to Canada? Mostly just
interested as I was not aware EC had a TPH drinking water limit**

**it would seem that there could be lots of confounders here too**

Why is colorectal cancer singled out here?
I wonder about all the H2S studies done at Rotarua and other parts of
the world that did not involve natural gas but may provide
epidemiological information on these types of exposures. Is there a

Response
Yes.
Corrected to “stream water”.
Summaries summarized statistically significant
associations, whether positive or negative.

Yes.
According to study authors, the European
Community permitted limit for hydrocarbons in
drinking water is 0.01 ppm. Magnitude of
potential exposures will be addressed in the
SLRA.
Agreed, there would certainly be the possibility
for a number of ethnic and social confounders
which the authors were unable to control for.
One of the primary objectives of the study was
to determine if colorectal cancer rates were
elevated in the community because that was a
community concern.
Studies that did not involve exposure to
upstream oil and gas were outside the scope of
this literature review, as described in Section

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Ross Wilson
Page Ref.

Pg. 18

Comment

Response

good reason it is not be expected to include these?

3.0.

I would think that a spontaneous abortion would be a pretty memorable
and traumatic event that few would forget and so I wonder if people’s
recall would really improved by whether or not they felt they were
exposed…

Pg. 19
How was the unexposed group selected?
Also, any ideas why no newer research has been completed since this
time? Do companies may have info that could be accessed? If not,
could we at least say it was attempted to get such info?

Pg. 19
Pg. 20

I’d be interested in know what concentrations that were measured;
however, perhaps that level of detail is out of place for this report
I am wondering if I am missing something but this seems to be the first
mention of lowered cancer incidence. More details?

Pg. 20

Seem to flip back and forth in the document with respect to not putting
brackets around dates and then putting brackets around dates

Pg. 21

42% is not a majority

Pg. 22

Can you be a bit more specific re: parity

Agreed, but this is mentioned because the
authors specifically identify recall bias and
potentially impacting results. Clarified language
to more specifically represent author’s
comments.
The whole study population comprised of
workers employed by Mobil Oil. Two questions
were included to assess exposure to H2S. One
asked whether the respondents had ever been
exposed to ‘‘sour gas that was so strong that it
caused symptoms.’’ The other asked whether
they had ever had a ‘‘knockdown.’’
Contacting companies to ask for additional
research was outside the scope of this literature
review.
That level of detail is outside the scope of this
report.
This result was found in a few of the
occupational studies and usually described as
related to the healthy worker effect as
described in the report.
Consistently did not use brackets around dates
Removed “majority”
Replaced parity with “the number of times a
woman has given birth”.

APPENDIX I. Response to Comments
From: Ross Wilson
Page Ref.
Pg. 26

Comment

Response

I assume there was no exposure data (concentrations) nor any effort to
determine if people had more symptoms close to the spill nor any
longterm follow-up of people’s health?

This assumption is correct.

Pg. 26

The acronym H2S has been used throughout the report up to here

Pg. 27

Seems that you are alternating between the spelling of leukemia.
Either is fine but should choose one

Changed to H2S.
Corrected this inconsistent spelling.

APPENDIX II:
Peer-Reviewed Literature Search Strategy

APPENDIX II. Peer‐Reviewed Literature Search Strategy
The literature search was performed by an information specialist using a search strategy
developed with input from the project team.
Published literature was identified by searching the following bibliographic databases: PubMed;
The Cochrane Library (2012, Issue 4) via Wiley; Web of Science (1976‐present) and BIOSIS
Previews (1995‐present) via Thomson Reuters; and Environmental Sciences & Pollution
Management (1967‐current) via Cambridge Scientific Abstracts. The search strategy was
comprised of both controlled vocabulary, such as the National Library of Medicine’s MeSH
(Medical Subject Headings), and keywords. The main search concepts were oil or gas activities
and proximity of residence/work.
A methodological filter was applied to limit retrieval to studies describing health effects. Where
possible, retrieval was limited to the human population. Retrieval was also limited to 1990‐
January 5, 2013, and the English language.
The initial search was completed on January 5, 2013. Regular alerts were established in PubMed
and Web of Science to update the search until the submission of the final report.
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OVERVIEW
Interface:

National Library of Medicine

Databases:

PubMed
Note: Subject headings have been customized for each database.
Duplicates between databases were removed in Reference Manager.

Date of Search:

January 5, 2013

Alerts:

Monthly search updates began January 5, 2013 and ran until project
completion

Study Types:

Studies describing health effects

Limits:

English
Humans

SYNTAX GUIDE
[mh]

MeSH subject heading

[mh:no exp]

MeSH subject heading, not exploded

[majr]

Indicates that the subject heading is a primary topic

[mesh
subheading]

Searches term in the subheading field

*

A truncation symbol (wildcard) to retrieve plurals or varying endings

[all]

All fields

[pt]

Publication type
Subset field, used to restrict retrieval by subject, citation status and journal
category
Title or abstract keyword term
Title

[sb]
[tiab]
[ti]

SEARCH STRATEGY
Search

Query

#76 Search #74 OR #75 Filters: Publication date from 1990/01/01 to
2013/12/31; English

Items
found
1614

#75 Search #13 AND #18 AND #67 AND #71 Filters: Publication date from
1990/01/01 to 2013/12/31; English

125

#74 Search #13 AND #18 AND #67 AND #70 Filters: Publication date from
1990/01/01 to 2013/12/31; English

1524

#73 Search #13 AND #18 AND #67 AND #70 Filters: Publication date from
1990/01/01 to 2013/12/31

1756
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#72 Search #13 AND #18 AND #67 AND #70

2100

Non‐Indexed Records
#71 Search publisher[sb] OR in process[sb] OR pubmednotmedline[sb]

1867788

Human Concept
#70 Search #68 OR #69

13296525

#69 Search human[tiab] OR humans[tiab] OR population*[tiab] OR
public*[all] OR workers[tiab] OR employees[tiab] OR people[tiab] OR
residents[tiab]
#68 Search Humans[mh]

3372787

12488753
Health Effects/Studies Concept

#67 Search #19 OR #20 OR #21 OR #22 OR #23 OR #24 OR #25 OR #26 OR
#27 OR #28 OR #29 OR #30 OR #31 OR #32 OR #33 OR #34 OR #35 OR
#36 OR #37 OR #38 OR #39 OR #40 OR #41 OR #42 OR #43 OR #44 OR
#45 OR #46 OR #47 OR #48 OR #49 OR #50 OR #51 OR #52 OR #53 OR
#54 OR #55 OR #56 OR #57 OR #58 OR #59 OR #60 OR #61 OR #62 OR
#63 OR #64 OR #65 OR #66
#66 Search risk*[ti] OR risk assessment*[tiab] OR risk‐benefit
assessment*[tiab] OR benefit‐risk assessment*[tiab]

7186392

277581

#65 Search retrospective study[tiab] OR retrospective studies[tiab]

75836

#64 Search registry[tiab] OR registries[tiab] OR register[tiab]

81653

#63 Search prospective study[tiab] OR prospective studies[tiab] OR
prospective design[tiab] OR prospective research[tiab] OR prospective
analysis[tiab] OR prospective analyses[tiab] OR prospective
survey[tiab] OR prospective findings[tiab]

114188

#62 Search population* study[tiab] OR population* studies[tiab] OR
population* design[tiab] OR population* research[tiab] OR
population* analysis[tiab] OR population* analyses[tiab] OR
population* survey[tiab] OR population* findings[tiab]

115695

#61 Search observational* study[tiab] OR observational* studies[tiab] OR
observational* design[tiab] OR observational* research[tiab] OR
observational* analysis[tiab] OR observational* analyses[tiab] OR
observational* survey[tiab] OR observational* findings[tiab]

8091

#60 Search mortality[ti] OR morbidity[ti]

88961

#59 Search longitudinal study[tiab] OR longitudinal studies[tiab] OR
longitudinal design[tiab] OR longitudinal research[tiab] OR longitudinal
analysis[tiab] OR longitudinal analyses[tiab] OR longitudinal
survey[tiab] OR longitudinal findings[tiab]

46588
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#58 Search (follow up[tiab] OR followup[tiab]) AND (base line*[tiab] OR
baseline*[tiab])
#57 Search followup study[tiab] OR followup studies[tiab] OR followup
design[tiab] OR followup research[tiab] OR followup analysis[tiab] OR
followup analyses[tiab] OR followup survey[tiab] OR followup
findings[tiab]
#56 Search follow up study[tiab] OR follow up studies[tiab] OR follow up
design[tiab] OR follow up research[tiab] OR follow up analysis[tiab] OR
follow up analyses[tiab] OR follow up survey[tiab] OR follow up
findings[tiab]
#55 Search environmental impact*[tiab]
#54 Search cross sectional study[tiab] OR cross sectional studies[tiab] OR
cross sectional design[tiab] OR cross sectional research[tiab] OR cross
sectional analysis[tiab] OR cross sectional analyses[tiab] OR cross
sectional survey[tiab] OR cross sectional findings[tiab]
#53 Search crosssectional study[tiab] OR crosssectional studies[tiab] OR
crosssectional design[tiab] OR crosssectional research[tiab] OR
crosssectional analysis[tiab] OR crosssectional analyses[tiab] OR
crosssectional survey[tiab] OR crosssectional findings[tiab]

55888
723

38559

3771
79096

65

#52 Search cohort*[tiab]

228343

#51 Search case control[tiab] OR case comparison[tiab] OR case
controlled[tiab] OR case‐referent[tiab] OR case series[tiab]

100000

#50 Search body burden[tiab]
#49 Search biosurveillance[tiab] OR bio‐surveillance[tiab] OR
surveillance[tiab]
#48 Search biomonitor*[tiab] OR bio‐monitor*[tiab] OR measure*[tiab] OR
monitor*[tiab]
#47 Search adverse effect*[tiab] OR adversely affect*[tiab]

1933
91719
2404498
106805

#46 Search health[tiab] OR epidemiol*[tiab] OR expos*[tiab]

1825593

#45 Search Epidemiology[mesh subheading]

1417801

#44 Search Evaluation Studies[pt]

172292

#43 Search Comparative Study[pt]

1596062

#42 Search Multicenter Study[pt]

148321

#41 Search Risk[mh]

738048

#40 Search Registries[mh]

49138

#39 Search Public Health[mh:noexp]

56065
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#38 Search Population Surveillance[mh]

45200

#37 Search Occupational Medicine[mh]

21538

#36 Search Morbidity[mh]

327330

#35 Search Mortality[mh]

254972

#34 Search Health Surveys[mh:noexp]

41726

#33 Search Health Status Indicators[mh:noexp]

18366

#32 Search Health Status[mh]

92157

#31 Search Risk Assessment[mh]
#30 Search Data Collection[mh:noexp]
#29 Search Body Burden[mh:noexp]
#28 Search Epidemiologic Methods[mh:noexp]
#27 Search Epidemiologic Measurements[mh:noexp]
#26 Search Epidemiologic Studies[mh:noexp]
#25 Search Epidemiology[mh:noexp]
#24 Search Environmental Medicine[mh]
#23 Search Environmental Health[mh:noexp]

154952
70425
5539
28443
197
5483
11252
356
11792

#22 Search Environmental Exposure[mh]

153975

#21 Search Cross‐Sectional Studies[mh]

147749

#20 Search Cohort Studies[mh]
#19 Search Case‐Control Studies[mh]

1209105
575098

Proximity of Residence/Work Concept
#18 Search #14 OR #15 OR #16 OR #17

4017989

#17 Search area[tiab] OR areas[tiab] OR around[tiab] OR city[tiab] OR
cities[tiab] OR community[tiab] OR communities[tiab] OR
employees[tiab] OR live*[tiab] OR living[tiab] OR local[tiab] OR
locality[tiab] OR locally[tiab] OR near*[tiab] OR neighbourhood*[tiab]
OR neighborhood*[tiab] OR neighbouring[tiab] OR neighboring[tiab]
OR occupation[tiab] OR occupational*[tiab] OR occupations[tiab] OR
proximit*[tiab] OR region*[tiab] OR residence*[tiab] OR resident[tiab]
OR residents[tiab] OR residential*[tiab] OR surround*[tiab] OR
urban[tiab] OR vicinity[tiab] OR workers[tiab]

3844354

#16 Search Population[mh]
#15 Search Geography[mh:noexp]

268332
28455
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#14 Search Residence Characteristics[mh]

37814

Oil or Gas Activities Concept
#13 Search #1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7 OR #8 OR #9 OR #10
OR #11 OR #12

14138

#12 Search (oil[tiab] OR gas[tiab] OR natural gas[tiab]) AND (drilling[tiab]
OR pipeline*[tiab] OR flaring[tiab] OR venting[tiab])

733

#11 Search pipeline* explod*[tiab] OR pipeline* explosion*[tiab] OR
pipeline* leak*[tiab] OR pipeline* ruptur*[tiab]

34

#10 Search abandoned well*[tiab] OR orphan well*[tiab] OR coalbed
methane[tiab] OR coal‐bed methane[tiab] OR drilling muds[tiab]

1674

#9 Search hydraulic fracturing[all] OR hydrofracking[all] OR hydro‐
fracking[all] OR fracking[all] OR fracture fluid*[tiab]

49

#8 Search conventional gas[tiab] OR conventional gases[tiab] OR gas
development[tiab] OR gas exploitation[tiab] OR gas exploration[tiab]
OR gas field*[tiab] OR gas compressor station*[tiab] OR gas processing
plant*[tiab] OR gas reservoir*[tiab] OR gas sump*[tiab] OR gas
well*[tiab] OR natural gas*[tiab] OR shale gas*[tiab] OR solution
gas*[tiab] OR sour gas*[tiab] OR tight gas[tiab] OR upstream gas[tiab]
OR unconventional gas*[tiab]

1574

#7 Search conventional oil*[tiab] OR heavy oil processing[tiab] OR oil
battery[tiab] OR oil development[tiab] OR oil exploitation[tiab] OR oil
exploration[tiab] OR oil field*[tiab] OR oil reservoir*[tiab] OR oil
sump*[tiab] OR oil well*[tiab] OR shale oil*[tiab] OR sour oil*[tiab] OR
tight oil[tiab] OR upstream oil[tiab] OR unconventional oil*[tiab]

1085

#6 Search "Oil and Gas Fields"[mh]

66

#5 Search Petroleum Pollution[mh]

219

#4 Search Petroleum[majr]

8061

#3 Search Gas, Natural[mh]

67

#2 Search Fuel Oils[majr]
#1 Search Fossil Fuels[mh:noexp]

854
1919
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OTHER DATABASES
Cochrane Library
Issue 4 of 4, 2012
Web of Science
(1976‐ present)
BIOSIS Previews
(1995‐ present)
Environmental
Sciences &
Pollution
Management
(1967‐ present)

Same MeSH and keywords, used as per PubMed search, excluding study
types, Human, and language restrictions. Syntax adjusted for Cochrane
Library databases.
Same keywords and limits used as per PubMed search. Syntax adjusted.
Same keywords and limits used as per PubMed search. Syntax adjusted.
Same keywords and limits used as per PubMed search. Syntax adjusted.
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APPENDIX III. Grey Literature Search Strategy
The grey literature search was performed through web-based searches of electronic
documents.
Non-peer reviewed reports and literature was identified by searching the following grey literature
databases: United States National Library of Medicine, the National Institutes of Health Report,
the RAND Corporation documents search, The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Research
and Publications site, the Kaiser Family Foundation’s search site, the National Research
Council Canada Catalogue, Scirus Scientific search engine, the Center for Disease
Control/NIOSH Oil and Gas Extraction site, the Physicians, Scientists and Engineers for Healthy
Energy search site, the National Regional Cancer Institute search site, the National Resource
Defense Council search site, the Natural Gas Subcommittee of the Secretary of Energy
Advisory Board safety of shale gas development site, the California Department of Public Health
search site and Google search engine.
A filter strategy was used to limit the studies only describing health data and health effects. For
example, search terms often included quotation marks to include phrases like “public health.”
Retrieval was limited to human populations, the English language and a timeframe from 1990 to
January 2013. See Table III.1 for the detailed search strategies.
The initial search was completed on January 31, 2013. Where applicable, alerts were set on
sites where there information was yet to be completed. The search terms and sites used may be
updated in the final report.
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Table III.1
Search Website
United States National Library of Medicine
National Institutes of Health RePORT
RAND Corporation documents search
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s
Research and Publications site
Kaiser Family Foundation’s search site
the National Research Council Canada
Catalogue
Scirus Scientific search engine
Center for Disease Control/NIOSH Oil and
Gas Extraction site
Physicians, Scientists and Engineers for
Healthy Energy search site
Northeast Regional Cancer Institute website
National Resource Defense Council search
site
California Department of Public Health search
site
United States Environmental Protection
Agency website
Google Advanced Search

Search Terms Used

Relevant
Search
Results

Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
fracking

1

shale gas

1

"natural gas extraction"

1

Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
"unconventional gas" and
"health"

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
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Google

National Library of Medicine Gateway
Canadian Council of Ministers of the
Environment Website
Public Health Agency of Canada
Ontario Ministry of the Environment
McMaster University Institute of
Environmental Health Search
National Collaborating Centre for
Environmental Health
World Health Organization, Division of Public
Health and the Environment

"unconventional gas" and
"health", "oil and gas
extraction" and "health" and
chronic disease, "oil and gas
extraction" and "health" and
literature review, oil and gas
extraction and health and
epidemiology, "natural gas"
and "public health", oil
extraction and community and
"health survey", white paper
and "public health" and
"natural gas", adverse birth
outcomes and natural gas
development and public
health, BP pipeline leak
Alaksa, Red Butte Creek oil
spill health surveillance, public
health worker exposure,
Marcellus Shale occupational
health "cancer."
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health
Oil, gas, exploration,
hydrofracking, fracking natural
gas and health

16

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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